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ABSTR.ACT

The writer conducted a practicum in the practice of systemìc therapy,

conducted at the Portage Mental Health Unit. The practicum was carried

out over a period of eight months, during which he was the primary

therapist in eleven cases, and participated "behind the mirror" in

another eight cases. Individuaìs, couples, and families were all seen

'in the course of the practicum, with a focus on conducting therapy in a

systemic fashion, The practicum report examines a number of schools of

systemic thought, and discussed some of the themes which he found

heìpfuì in practicing systemic therapy. Two family evaìuation scaìes

were used for comparative purposes in familiarizing the writer tvith

their suitabil ity as rneasures of outcome evaluation. A discussion of

their use suggests that FAM III was the more fìexìble measure, and most

u sef u'l clinicalìy.
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INTRODUCTION

This practìcum began as a pract.icum in family therapy.

Arnangements were made to conduct the practicum at a community mental

health unit who, unbeknownst to myself at the time, took the models of

famiìy therapy and ,'pushed them to the Iimit". Expecting to find myself

workìng with families and doing fami ly therapy with them, I suddenly

found myself seeing ìndivìduaìs, coupìes and fam.ilies. l,.lhat I found

perplexing was that I knew somehow that I was do.ing family therapy with

aìl of them, which was more of a feeìing than an intel lectual

revelatìon. After aì1, the books, tapes and everything else I knew

inteìlectuaììy about family therapy describes family interviet,s,

structures, processes and techniques. They dìdn't talk about what to do

with a thìrty year old rnan who tries to commit suic.ide eight months

after separating from his w.ife and child. They didn't prov.ide an

obvious framework on how to do fami ly therapy uuith a fifty year o]d rnan

'I ivìng with a friend he had made in an in-patient aìcohol treatment unit
after losing hìs job, wife, and seìf-respect, yet these were some of

the kinds of cases that were coming for help, and with the input and

guidance of rny practicum committee and the mental health team, I worked

with them in a certain way, Knowing what I do about traditional modes

of individual therapy I knew I was do.ing somethìng different.

At the simpìest level , I suppose the core difference between

individual therapy and what I was doìng was the recognition that

symptoms have a root in the individuals' emotional context. Family took

on a wider meanìng than I had thought pr evìousìy, Family could mean

mothers, fathers, brothers, sisters, husbands, wives, ch,i ldren, aunts,
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uncles, friends and so forth, 'ì ivjng or dead, as ìong as they continued
to have emotional rneanìng in the client,s life. Any changes which i
hoped to herp cìients make had to take their emotionar context into
account.

The other thing whìch seerned irnportant in what I was see.ing

differ"entry was in what r^y goars as a therapist were, My conceptions of
normal , healthy and ideal became secondary to the more key concept of
change. Milton Erickson (Haley, l9g5) talked about the notion of
geometric progression, Erickson jllustrates the pr.incipìe with the
exampìe of someone who begins with a penny and doubles it every day for
a rnonth. By month's end individua's penny wourd have murtìplied into
over a nlilìion dollars, Unfortunately, therapy isn,t always so

incremental . However, acceptìng the notion of geo¡netr.ic change seemed

more helpfuì than starting out wìth the goa.l of turning r4y c.l ients into
miir'ionaires at the outset, stretching the metaphor a rittre further.,
it also seemed to be more fru.itful to try to build on the pennies they
did have, their competencìes, rather than the pennies they d.idn,t have,
thei r deficits,

l,lhat this has to do with introducing the text of this report .i s to
put a sììghtly different ,,frane" around the material presented, That
is' whiìe famìry therapy wr itings are expìicìt in their treatment of
doing fami ly therapy with famiììes, they are ress expricit in how to
deal w'ith other^ signifìcant infruentìaì en¡otionar systems ìn the
clìent's life. The fami ìylsystems literature prov.ides a number of
startjng points to init.iate change (the metaphor.icaì penny), points from
whìch to shift from an ìndividuar rocus of interventìon to a systemic
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one. The literature revievJ intentional ly touches on a number of key

concepts in the family/systems literature. The intent was to highlight

what "bits and pieces" I felt heìpful in practisìng systenìc communìty

mental health, whether ìt be with ìndividuaìs, coupìes, or families.

The first chapter deals with the histor"y and development of early

systems thought. It was included to highlight the various system.ic

mechanisms which were historical ly proposed to account for the

development of synrptoms and system impedìments to individual treatment.

The next three sections deal with three dìfferent approaches to systems

therapy, structural and strategic fam.i ìy therapy, as weìl as the

ecological model which dea.ì s with ìarger ecological consjderations

outside of the famì]y. Folìowing that is a descrìption of the family
life cycle, involving the var.ious developmental stages and

transgenerat i on al influences on family lìfe. The various techniques

employed in these approaches are then examined. The literature review

section concludes with a discussion of some of the different themes

which emerged as the most salient to myself in terms of practicing

systemì c community mental health.

The next section describes the practicum work which was undertaken.

The setting, case load and evaluation .instruments are dìscussed ìn

chapter three. Chapter four features three of the cases which were

seen. The chapter concludes wìth a comparative exam.inat.ion of the

evaluation procedures and instruments, The fjnal chapter is a

dìscussion of the practìcurn experience itself, a personal reflection of

what the student learned in the course of carrying out this practicum.
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CHAPTER II THE0RETICAL FRA||EI,¡ORK
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HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS IN SYSTEMIC THOUGHT

There are a number of excellent accounts chronicalling the history,

development and growth of various contextural oniented ,'schools', which

dominate today's literature on systems theory (Foley, 1974i Hoffman,
.l98ì;Okun 

& Rappaport, l98l), Contextural focus as referred to here

relates to viewing pathology in terms of the relationship env.ironment of

the individual , where symptoms are viewed as an expression of system

dysfunction rather than residìng inside the psyche of the symptorn

bearen. As stated by Howel ìs

"in family psychiatry a famiìy ìs not regarded mereìy as
a background to be modified to heìp the present patient
alone. Farnily psychiatry accepts the famiìy itself as
the patient, the presenting member being viewed as a
sign of fanily psychopathoìogy," (Howells 197ì, p. Zl)

Simìlar'ly, Hoffman (ì981 ) refers to the contextual view of symptoms as

expressions of ìarger system functìoning. She states,

"Mental illness has traditionaìly been thought of in
ììnear terms, with hìstoricaì, causaì exolanations for
the distress...But if one Isees the troubled individua]l
with hìs or her famiìy, in the context of current
relationships, one Ibegins] to see sonìething quite
different.' 0ne Isees]-communìcations and béhávior"s from
everybody present, composìng many circu'l ar ìoops that
pìayed back and forth rlith the behavior of the afflicted
person only part of a larger recursive dance,, (Hoffman
I 981 p. 6-7 )
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The face of mentai hea.lth practice has seen some radical changes in

light of this shifting vìe,.t r,f ,,¡eniqì illrìess, frurrr inrernaì parnology

to the relationship contexts which shape, promote, and maintain mental

illness. Fam'i ìy therapy is viewed as more than a modalìty by whìch

mental illness can be treated, but rather as a new epìstornology which

describes the dynamics of mental illness ìn a way which compells

examination of the relationshìp between the individual and his/her

environment. The following discussion briefly tnaces the historical

deve'ìopments which marked this shift. The importance of these

historical developments lies in the way they ì llustrate the contextural

locus of intervention and the underìying principìes ìnvolved; adaptìng

and evolvìng to integrate new evidence, methods, cìient populations, and

probìems, The changing ecoiogìcaì fabric, changes in the family unit

and service delivery systems necessitate lookìng beyond current methods

and thought in fami ly therapy. Clinicians must look backwards as tvell,

in understanding systemic precepts and adapting to the new chaìlenges of

mental health practi ce.

A number of independent research/pract i t i oner groups began to form

in the United States in the 1950's, a tìme which most wrìtens account as

seeing the family therapy movement begin to take shape. In the

psychiatric community, a small core of practitioners were becoming

'increasingly frustrated wjth the regression of their clients upon

release fronì treatment institutions -- feeling that the power of the

family to undermine therapy could not continue to be ìgnored. As well,

there was growing momentum in the psychoanalytic literature to suggest

that the current social environment of the patìent deserved greater

attention. l,lriters like Adler (1952) and Sullivan (.l953) were breaking
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with the Freudian therapy focus on the transference relationship and

abreactìng unconscious farnily conflicts of the past. Rather, they were

gìving 
'rore 

attention to social psychoìogical concepts, incìuding sociaì

roles and interpersonal relationshìps. As welì, biologist Ludwig Von

Bertalanffysr application of Genenal Systems Theory to problems in the

fieìd of psychiatry in 1945 offered an integrative framework on which to

üagòtìizc t,hesc rauicoì new formularions. Von Bertalant'fy,s analysis

provided unifying prìncìp1es relating to the system properties of

boundary permeabilìty, feedback, homeostasis and non-summatìvity (the

whole is greater than the sum of ìts parts) which laid the foundation

for the early systems thinkers (Von Bertalanffy, l968).

Expanding on these works and incorporating observations from the.ir

own practice, a numben of schooìs of famiìy therapy emerged, Among the

influential thinkers in the f.ield were: Theodore Lìdz, Lyman Wynne,

Mu*ay Bowan, Nathan Ackerman, Sarvador Minuchìn and the Gregory Bateson

group. Bateson's group included Jay Haley, Don Jackson, John l,leakland

and virginia Satir' Theìr respective contributions to the field are

di scussed bel ow.

Out of his work with psychotìc patients Theodore Lidz (r960) became

interested in what differentiated families with psychotìc members from

those with "normal" offspring. He and hìs group developed the concepts

of role reciprocity, referring to the functjonal.ity of the roìe

structure in the famì ly. Dysfunctional families were more l.ikely to
have rigid inflexible roles .in Lidz's view. Thìs lack of ro.le

reciprocity in turn could be manjfested in one of two types of

"schizophrenic fami lìes,', either schismic or skewed. Familìes w.ith

marital schism were characterized by chronic hostility and withdrawaì,
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with no common purpose or reciprocity. Marital skew on the other hand

referred to an imbalanced naritaì subsystem, with one spouse clearìy

subservient to the other. The general theme of Lidz,s formulation

related to how the resultìng identity confusion experienced by the chiìd

led to pathol ogy,

The contribution of the lJynne group (Wynne, Ryckoff, Day, & Hìrsch,
'ì958, Wynne & Singer, 1963) related primarily to the unreal qualjty of

emotional communication in "schizophrenic families,'. In his

formulations this unclear communication stemmed from the dysfunctìonaì

way in v.rhich the conflicts between the individuals, needs and the

famììys' needs as a whole were handled. He coined the terms

"pseudo-mutualìty" and "pseudo-hostiììty" to descr.ibe the unusual way in

whìch family members interacted -- maskìng an underlying desire for

extreme conformity o|intimacy. Wynne used the term ,'rubber fence,' to

refer to the tendency of the famiìy to exclude any communication from

outside the famìly whìch might pose a threat to its structure. The

general theme of Wynne's formulations was that psychiatr.ic distrubances

in these familjes was a result of confused and rigìd role structures

which hampered personal ìdentity deveìopment.

Murray Bowen and hìs group (1960) shared l,lynne,s conception of

differentiation between famì ìy members as the backbone of patholog.ical

family patterns. He also made significant contributions in h.i s writìngs

reìating to the multigenerational transfer of mental illness. !,lhile the

ìdea that nental illness could be passed on wìthìn the family was not a

netv one, mainstrean thinking in the field was largely confined to

genetic or biological transmissìon. Bowen proposed that families have

emotional characteristics that are also passed aìong from generatìon to
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generation, Perhaps one of his rnost significant contributions to the

field was the concept of triangulation, whereby if two people cannot

communicate effectiveìy or resolve their conflicts t,Jith each other, a

third individual is drawn into the conflict in order to stabilize the

reìationship of the other two. l,,ihile contemporary writings have rnore

elaborate use of the term and its inrplications, triangulation renajns a

major concept in farniìy therapy,

Nathan Ackerman (1966) was another pr actìtìoner v{ho was influential

in the emergìng famiìy therapy fìeìd. Begìnnìng in the .l930's 
he was

among the first practitioners to make the connection between pathology

and family functìoning. By the 1950's Ackerman had incorporated seeing

the patient's entjre family as part of his prìvate practice. Treat.i ng

the entire fami ly as the unìt of analysis for assessment and

intervention was one of his major conceptuaì contr"ibutions. Another

dimension of Ackerman's contribution was not so much his theoretical

formulation of famiìy therapy, but rather, 'in hìs genius for do.ing .it.

He, along with a handful of other therapìsts are noted for their
'intuitive grasp of how to promote change in dysfunctional famjl ies, and

left the legacy of trainìng tapes and material for others to observe,

dìsassemble, and build new models with.

Salvador Minuchin (1974) is best known for his work in the

development of Structuraì Fami ly Therapy. As it is discussed in detai I

later in thìs chapter its concepts and contributions to the

understanding and practice of famiìy therapy are not listed here.

Minuchin's later works grew out of his work vlith E. H. Auserwald

(Auserwaid, 1968) at the Þlììtwyck School in New York, developing

alternative treatment strategies ìn working with deìinquent youth in the
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early ,l960's. Theìr analysis of the relevant communìty institutions and

fields which impact the family's functioning gave rise to subsequent

inquiry of issues relevant to the family's ecoìogy.

One of the most influentìal groups of those noted here ìncludes the

Bateson group, based in Palo Alto. Hìs colleagues included Hay Haley,

Don Jackson, John Weakland, and Vir"ginia Satir. The Bateson group's

contribution as a whole related to ther "microscopic" analysis of the

"bits" of communication they noted in dysfunctional families. In their

landmark paper, "Towards a theory of Schìzophrenniar¡ (Bateson, Jackson,

Haley, and l,,leakland, 1956) they introduced the concept of the "double

bind". The double bind concept grew out of the Bateson group's interest

ìn muìtiple levels of communication, the actuaì verbal content and the

non-verbal or meta-comnrunicational message about the verbal message.

In the double bìnd, the individual neceives a conflicting message

by one or more other members, where the verbaì message is in dinect

opposition to the non-verbal (command) message, what they termed

paradoxìcal comrnunication, They postulated that repeated exposure to

such paradoxical communìcations, accompanìed by a signal that attempts

to escape would be punished, would result in the schizophrenic

breakdown. l,lhile the theory is considered too simplistìc today, its

impact at the time was sìgnificant, As well, the theme of paradoxical

communicatìon formed the basis for subsequent works exploring the use of

paradoxical communication as a theraputic tool to change the family's

distorted communications (Haley, .l963; Selvinì, Boscolo, Cecchin, &

Prata, 1978)

The Bateson group has been referred to as communiôation purists

(Foley, 1974) because of their focus on communication, as opposed to
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family organization, In addìtion to theìr generaì contribution to the

purist thìnkìng on systens theory and communication, the members of the

Bateson group all had signìficant contribut'ions to the field in their

own rì ght.

Don Jackson (1968) was credited with some thoughtful expositìons of

the cognitive dimensions to family transactions, and more importantly,

the notion of family homeostasis -- sinrilar to l,iynne's "rubber fence",

Jackson advanced the idea that part of the problem ìn creating changes

in a system related to the potentiaì dìsruption it posed to the whole

organization of the family. He asserted that the status and roles of

all the members in the family could be threatened by changing the way

families dealt with problems. His notion of homeostasis was likened to

the workìngs of a thermostat. Famil ies uere set on certain ways of

functioning which would vary within certain Iimits, just as a thermostat

tolerates certain amounts of fluctuation wjthin its range. He likened

changing famil ies toward healthier functioning to resetting the

thermostat aìtogether, which would upset the homeostatis of the family

and generate resistance, l^lhìle new theories have superceded Jackson's,

defìning the nature of this resìstance provided impetus to exanine ways

to heìp the family work through its resistance. Another significant

feature of Jackson's contribution was his abiìity to unearth subtle

conflicts in the maritaì unit, and reorganìze the couple into healthìer

ways of rel ati ng.

Whereas Jackson was the more cognitive orìented of the group,

Virginia Satir was the more feeling oriented (Foìey, 1974). Satìr

(1964)) is best known for her dramatjc style and genius in unravell ìng

the deep communicational distortions these famiIies exhibited, thereby
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themaking the symptom-bearersr behavior seem a natural consequence of

vtay the family reìated. Her deftness in exposing communicational

discrepancìes was central to her ability to "pull the label off of the

identified patient", as was her ability to help the farnily accept their

di fferences .

The last member of the Palo Aìto group to be discussed here .is Jay

(Haley, 1977). Haley's contributions extend far, and he is in fact a

central fìgure in the deveìopment of today's strategìc school of

therapy. As the strategic school wìll be discussed in greater deta.i I

elsewhere, thìs discussìon will include only the most basic elements of

his contribution. Haìey viewed families as having h.ierarchies in

generational lines such as grandparents, parents, and children. He also

views them as having power structures within each generation. Wh.en two

members of one generation were unable to successfully resolve their
confìicts, a third member would be drawn in to stabilize the confìict, a

triad. If the third menlber of the triad was from another generatìon or

level of hierarchy, he saw this as representing a v.iolatìon of h.ierarchy

which in turn eroded the "normal" balance of power in the famìly.

Primarì ly, Haìey's work as far back as the Palo Alto period centered on

his exposition of themes of power and hierarchical organization (Haley,

1977). Haley's contribution to cìarifying and changing fam.i ly dynam.ics

includes organìzing these themes by mapping out the family,s

communicational sequences into interrelated tniadic units, and

ìntervening at the most strategìc points for overall systems change.
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STRUCTURAL FAI'IILY THERAPY

The structural model of family therapy has been most wìdely

influenced by Salvador Minuchin (Minuchin, 1974¡ Minuchin, 1978), in

the structural model the famiìy is viewed as an interdependent organism

consisting of larger systems and identifìable substructures which emerge

in the "normal" course of deveìopment (Minuchin and Fishman, lg8l), The

famiìy's overall function in the structural view is to provide a

protectìve and nurturant environment ìn which individual and famìly

needs are met. It also serves a "screening" role as to which societal

values and behavior are incorporated into ìts functioning. In this

latter function, the family unit as a whole can be viewed as an organism

adapting to the larger societal system,

The central tenet on which structuraì therapy lies is in promot.ing

heaìthy organization and interrelationship between the different

subsystems ìn the family, appropr"iate to theìr respective developmentaì

requirements, and to the emotìonal environment of the family as a whole.

The generaì developmental tasks of the family environnent as a whole

change over time as the composition of the family changes, and these

dictate what subsystems are required to maintain a balanced internal

org anì zat i on.

To introduce corrective changes to the famììy's organizatìon,

however, the therapist rnust have a rnodel of "normal" functionìng in

order to establish heìpful theraputìc Aoods. The famiìy lìfe cycle,

which wìll be discussed later in more detaì ì, ìs an important context to

consider in planning therapeutic interventions.

In order to relate normal fanrily functioning to dysfunctìon and

interventive techniques, one may draw on Gurrnan and Kniskern's (1981)
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description of the "structuraì theory of famììy personaìity", They

identify four related universal concepts in understand.i ng family

functioning: family structure, subsystems, boundaries, and adaptat.ion to

stress.

Famiìy structure refers to the various transactìons (verbal and

non-verbal) which colnmunicate compìementary demands between farn.i ly

members. These transactions regu'l ate the behavior of the family

members, representing both the power hìerarchy and the means by which

mutual expectatìons are met, Family structure is the overall pjcture of

how the different individuals and family subsystems fit together as a

whole.

The second concept is that of subsystems. The functions and tasks

of the subsystems in the different developmenta'l stages are illustrated
in greater detail in the discussion of family ììfe cycle. The

subsystems most frequently referred to ìn viewing families includes the

parentaì subsystem, the marital subsystem and the sìbììng subsystems.

The functions served by different subsystems ìn the famììy are different

enough to merit being considered apart from the overall funct.ionìng of

the fami'ìy as a whole. For ìnstance, sibìing negotiation is distinc y
different from negotiating maritaì conflicts. The primary inportance in

viewing deve'loprnent in subsystem terms lies.in what it reveals in terms

of differention and the division of labour. The subsystem is the

primary unit of socializatjon for various tasks and developrnentaì

functi ons .

The third concept, and perhaps the most critical to the structural

family therapist, is that of system boundaries. System boundar.ies

define the rules as to who partìcipates in what subsystems and
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functions. Likewise, these rules regulate the fìow of support or

interference the subsystem exchanges with other famììy members. Using

the example from above, the degree to which teenagers become involved in

resolving parental conflìcts would be a neasure of the strength of the

boundany around the parental subsystem. In a wel I -functi oni ng unit the

boundaries are clear and the lines of authorìty and responsibility are

wel I -defi ned.

The varying degrees of flow are characterized by three types of

boundaries: cìear, rìgid, and diffuse. Clear boundaries pern.it open

communication while at the same time protectìng members to fulfill their

subsystem functions. Rigid boundaflies constrict support and input, and

are characterized by minimal interaction and nurturance, Individuals

functionìng in such a subsystem are usuaìly isolated and overly

autonomous. This is referred to as "dìsengaged". The last type of

boundary is referred to as diffuse or blurred. Where boundaries are

diffuse, the members are over-involved and overly dependent, with no

clear lines of authorìty or responsìbilìty, Communjcatìon and

problern-solving are typìcaì ly confused and disrupt.ive under these

conditions, and disruption in any one part of the system reverberates to

all other parts. Minuchin (.I974) calls thìs ,,enmeshed",

Summarizìng the above, the family structure consists of the

transactions in the syste¡n, which in turn is dìfferentiated into

subsystems organized around various tasks and functions. The abìì.ity of

the subsysten in carryìng out its functions are determined by "operatìng

rules" or boundaries which regulate the transactional fiow between

subsystems and other farniìy members, In heaìthy functionìng fami lies

the boundaries are clear and f1uid, permeabìe enough to allow necessary
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input whiìe providing protection from undue influence.

Gurman and Kniskern (l9Bl) cjte adaptation to stress as the fourth

and final dimension of the structuralist view of fam.i iy personaì.ity.

They refer to four types of stresses which requìre farnily adaptation.

These include: developmental , transgenerati onal , idiosyncratìc, and

external stresses.

When developmental stresses, such as teenage requests for greater

autonomy are coupled wÍth transgenerati onal stnesses, the family as a

whoìe may be taxed in its ability to adapt. For .instance, parents who's

own needs for adoìescent autonony were ìnadequately dea'lt with by their
parents may have no experience or skills in balancing autonony and

controì. Their diffìcu1ty ìn addressìng these issues arising from their
own famiìy of origìn (transgenerational stress) combined with the normal

developmental requirenrents of their own adojescents, nay generate

substantial anxiety in the whole famì ìy. The fami'ly,s response to the

stress may vary from rigid adherence to its accustomed habitual

patterns, to flexible negotiatìon and expìoration of new responses,

rules, and roles to acconmodate the new requjrements. Ljkewise,

ìdìosyncratìc stresses such as illness or job ìoss may requìre new and

different behaviors on each of its rnembers and the fanrìly as a whole to

adapt in a healthy way. In the same way, accommodatìon to demands

external to the famiìy such as school and community may promote family

growth, This growth or adaptatìon can be in terms of adapting to the

actual stresses themselves, and at a deeper level, 'learnìng how to

change its own power structure, rules, and roles about changìng itself.
Gurman and Kniskern (l9Bl) state that the degree of flex.ibilìty the

famiìy denronstrates in ìts abììity to adapt in such ways are a
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significant characteristic of family personality,

The final section of the structural anaìysis relates to ways which

the mass of transactionaì activity the family displays may best be

organized to charactenize the dysfunctìon, By organizìng the data about

the family in a meaningfuì way the structural therapist can formuiate

hypotheses, goals, and plan ìnterventive straùegjes to reorganìze the

family to meet the structural goa'l s, Gurman and Knìskern (1981 ) paint a

descriptive portrait of family structure in terms of its globaì

sociaìizing functions. They relate internal differentiation and

organization of the famiìy to how it deals with historical ,

developmental , and externaì stresses. Aponte and Van Duesen (1981 )

present a framework with more of a transactional focus, with less

emphasis on the global influences affecting the family. Their emphasìs

is on internal functioning as it relates to how the family deals with

'issues of conflict and power. Aponte and Van Duesen (l98l) suggest that

dysfunctional structural organization is best classified accordìng to

the structural dimension most closely related to the problem, whether it
be boundaries, alignment, or power.

Boundaries, as already discussed, relate to the systems' rules as

to the degree of interconnection between family members. In families

characterized by enmeshment, there is little room for the socialization

and/or functional r"equirements folindividua.ì growth to be met -- due to

intrusion by other fami ìy mernbers. Any devìation from the family "norm"

is responded to with "excessive speed and intensity" (Okun & Rappaport,

1980, p. 'l42). In disengaged families, the nurturance and guidance

functions required to promote healthy interpersonaì functioning ane

ìacking. In these farnilies, there "tends to be no response, when a
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response is necessary (0kun & Rappaport, 1980, p. ì42).

Aìignment refers to the "agreernent" or "disagreement" between two

or more members as to how some family "operation" or "rule" should be

enacted, One form of alignment can be an al lìance, in which two or more

members share a cornmon interest, with no necessary actìon against a

third party, Coalitions on the other hand, irnply joint action on a

third party. These coal itions share several common forms in

underfunct i on ì ng famìlies -- ìncìudìng stable coalitions, detouring

coaìitìons, and trianguìation (Aponte & Van Duesen, lgBl ). Stable

coalitions refer to rigìd, fixed coalitions where two or more members

consistently side with each other against another, regardless of the

issues or operations at hand. Detouring coalìtions are a variation of

stable coalition, whereby one member is consìstently scapegoated in

order to diffuse the stress between other members. Trìanguìation refers

to conflict resolution via a third party being drawn into a confl ict

between two members or groups, providing support or serving as a buffer

for the confI ict.

In viewìng the fanily ìn lìght of power dynamics, the central

question is who has the ìnfluence to define the rules of relationships

and transactions in various family systems and "operatìons".

Dysfunctional fami l ìes frequently exhi bit imbal anced power relationshi ps

in the marital unit, or weak executive functioning (parental subsystem) .

Another cornrnon dynamic is ìnapproprìate influence or intrusion (power)

of extended fami ly ìnto the parental functions -- undermining or

supplanting the authority of one or both parents.

Having discussed the structural forrnulation of normal famiìy

structure, development, and an organìzing schenre for viewing
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STRATEGIC THERAPY

The strategic school of therapy and jts theorists (Haley, 1977;

Madanes, l9Bl) choose as their focus the transactional patterns which

contribute to dysfunction. As opposed to spatial arrangement, the

strategic therapìst attempts to change the temporal sequences in which

the family is "stuck". In short, the locus of intervention is on the

patterns of interaction, rather than the structure in which those

patterns are embeded. l,lhile there is overlap between the structural and

strategic orientations, as highìighted by Hoffman (i98ì), and Stanton

(.l981 ), they represent two relatively distinct theoreticaì bodies of
'I i terature,

Borne out of Bateson's communìcations oriented group, the strategic

therapists concern is with self-reinforcing comrnunìcation sequences

which serve to maintain symptoms (Weakland, Risch, l,latzlawick, & Bodin,

1974). Like the structuralists, they view symptoms as maìntained by the

same behavior whjch is meant to solve them. They vìew the goal of

therapy as soìving the problems which the client(s) request help for --

and only those problems. They suggest that because symptoms serve to

stabil ize system dysfunction, removal of the symptom should force system

reorganization. As a result, they are disint,erested in structure. In

fact, the term "strategic" was coìned by Haley, ai ludìng to the

strategic way in which interventions are designed to fit the problem.

0wing to their comn¡unicatìonal orientation the strategic therapists

attend to behavioral sequences very close'ly, with particular emphasis on

the process (non-verbal/metacornrnunicational ) aspects of the

communications between members, One such emphasis ìs on how the

sequences of behavior or communication are "punctuated", determining the
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weight given to different content issues and the familyrs realìty

(Jackson, 1968). Haley emphasizes the power aspect of these

communications, how people in a relationship struggle to define the

reìatìonship and the power to determine who defines it. In the words of

Foìey, the therap ist

"is interested in the rules of the system, that js those
thoughts, feeì ings, and behaviors that are not
acceptable in a particular famì ìy. The therapist must
ferret out those rules, and depending on his approach to
theraputic change, eìther overtly or covertly, move the
farniìy towards new and less painfuì ways of relating".
(Foley, 1974) p. l58.

0f partìcuìar interest to the strategic therapist is the

relationship between the symptom(s) and the communicational "maneuvers"

which people engage in to control the relationshìp, which may include

symptomatìc behavior, Based on the early notìons of double-bind, the

strategic therapists have ampììfied on the effects of such paradoxìcal

communication, out of which many variations of therapeutic constructs

have been generated. These include notions of sympton maintenance,

dyadic and triadjc relationships, the therapeutic relationship, and

strategj es for i nterventi on,

Madanes (1981 ) views symptomatic behavior as a way of dealing with

domìnance to equalize a power imbalance created by two inconrpatible

power structures. Madames refers to "hjerarchìal incongruity" when

discussing power imbalances. in her conception of distressed marital

couples, she suggests that the symptomatic person can be in an inferior

position to the other spouse, who then can become involved ìn trying to

heìp him/her. This can reverse the power balance, putting the

symptomatic spouse in the superior position by virtue of his/her

"maneuvers" whìch may defeat the other spouse's attempt to solve the
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probl em.

Haley (]977) and Madanes (]981 ) take the notion of heirarchy and

paradoxical communicatation one step further in the extension of their

analysis of triadic interaction. They view confljcting communìcations

from two members on one level of hierarchy directed towands a third

party on another level as form of double bjnd. In distressed famil ies

these coalitions across hierarchical or generation lines are intense and

repetitìve, Haley has called this form of dysfunctìonaì triad the

"perverse tri angìe". In dealìng with larger systems Haìey uses trìadic

interaction as his organizing principìe, viewing fami1y/system

ìnteraction sequences as a series of interrelated triadic interactions.

Regardless of system sìze, dysfunctjon is viewed as a means of

equalizing a power imbalance ìn some hìgher ìevel of hierarchy. Due to

theilinclusion of heìrarchical lines in viewing communicational

sequences, Hoffman (198ì ) has suggested that Haley and Madanes bridge

the gap between the "communication purists" of the strategic school and

structural famiìy therapists. Nonetheless, they are considered

representative of the strategic schooì by many wrìters (Stanton, i9BI).

The focus of the client-therapist relationship ìn strategìc therapy

is quite simply, change. Clients come to therapy with problems which

the therapist clarifies into very concrete targets for change. The

therapist formulates directives which are assigned as "take-home" tasks

which the client is to undertake, with the goal of changing the behavior

specified as the presenting probìem. In the case of farnily systems,

task design requires that the therapist incorporate the famìly sequence

around the problem into t.he design of the task, attempting to change

both at the same time.
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Given the relative sìnrplicity of the strategic school in .its

problem focus and emphasis on change, the means by which the therapìst

enacts the change is perhaps the most complex element of strategìc

intervention. l,/hile the client(s) may follow the task in a straight

forward way, the strategic therapist carefulìy monitors resistance to

both the task and the therapist, beìng attentive to the process/control

maneuveres which impede change. Haìey is perhaps the best known of the

strategic school in describing resistance based techniques, borrow.ing

from his process observations of the therapy of Miìton Erickson (Haley,
.l973). 

The primary feature of these wr.itings were the reliance on

paradoxicaì techniques. In Erickson,s hypnotherapy the therapist

encourages resistance, thereby obliging the system to change by

resisting his/her directives not to change.

For the most part, the strategic school is atheoretical in jts
approach, anchoring ìts methodoìogy in the straìght forward concept of

change, and utilìzìng the client(s) resìstance as levenage to create

change. The hypothesis/intervention design pnocess includes many other

factors, relating to what problem(s) the particular sympton represents

-- its metaphorìc meaning, As well, much attention is paid to how

famììy members relate, so that the therapist can "frame" his

interventions in ways which seem reasonable to the fam.i ly.
As indicated by Hoffman (l98l), the stnategic model is a very

parsimonious one in its precepts, which underst,ates the artistry and

complexity of its application. As well, the therapy process involves

much more than an all encompassìng paradoxìcal directive, but rather,

invoives a progressìon of strategjc changes. The therapist attempts to

replace one form of abnornality with another in a series of changes such
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that ultimately the syrnptorn is no longer needed.
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THE ECOLOGICAL I.IODEL

In the same way that systens therapists view indiv.idual symptoms as

being ìnterconnected to the relationship context of the famiìy, the

ecologìcaì view posìts that family functìoning or dysfunction holds a

simiiar connection to the ìarger cultural/socìal context to which it
must adapt. Minuchin (1974) wr.ites of the socializing function of the

family unit in assìnrìlating the behavìor, norms, and values of the

larger" cuìture, adapting them to its own funct.ionìng. The boundary

between famìly and society is the focus of ecorogicar theony, viewìng

the structural relationships and operations of sociar, pol.iticaì, and

economic contexts as having a significant impact on family organization

and funct ì on i ng .

Hoììhan' wilcox, Spearry and car¡ber1 og77) make the dìst.i nctìon

between envinnomental and transactionaì appììcat.ions of ecological

theory to mental hearth practice, Likewise, in exanining ethnìcity and

ecoìogy Spiegeì (1982) speaks of six foci which comprise the

transactional field; universe, soma, psyche, group, society and cuìture.
tssenti al ly, these wrì ters address the person-i n-famì ly-i n-envi ronment

fìt, providing a framework of anaìysìs of pr^oblems which suggests a

number of poìnts and systems v{here intervention may be made. in the

words of Foley (1974)

"What an ecoìogicaì perspectìve,gìves .is a rnore completepicture... l.iithin a frarnework of-a system concept, ìt
looks at the various systems and subiystems jnvbtúed toget a total picture of what .is happenìng. It then
focuses preciseìy on the interfacäi betñeen these
systems in an attempt to produce chanqe. It takes
account of the muìtÍpììcity of data without emohasizino
one aspect at the expense of another',. p.'ì79

The foììowing discussion moves in a progression from the srnallest unit
of intervention, the ìndividual, through to ìarger system influences and
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contexts. Issues relating to larger system functionìng include economic

considerations, social organizatìons, helping systems, and mental health

del i very systens themselves.

In their discussjon on the transactional applications of ecologicaì

models to nrental health, Holihan et al , (1977) address the issue of

working with individuals from an ecological view. in addition to

consideration of the different systems which impact the ìndìviduals

functioning, they make the shift from the traditional focus on

individual pathology to viewing adjustment in terms of the indivìduaì's

transactions in hjs/her reìationship contexts, focussing on relational

competancies. That is, rather than vìewing individuai pathology and

moving outward to external systems, the therapist assesses the social

environment and moves inwards. In support at their contention regarding

the importance of the indìvidual's relational contexts, Holihan et al .

(1977) cite evidence that psychìatric reactìons to life stresses are

very signìficantly modified by the social supports one has.

It appears that social factors not on'ìy pìay an important role in

the individual's reaction to lìfe events, but the involvement of natural

supports in response to crisis reactions as well (Langsìey and Kaplan,

1964), In a controlied study, they examined the differences in rates of

recidivism between individuals who were hospitalìzed during crisÍs as

opposed to being seen by a Family Treatment unìt, who worked with the

client and his/her family on a brief outpatient basis. Engagìng family

resources and blocking external pressures whìch mìght exacerbate the

crisis, the team worked with the goal of restoring the individual to

pre-cnises levels of functioning. By de-emphasizing pathoìogicai

processes and engaging natural supports, the brief family crises
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time to return to "normal " functioning.

In addition to engaging fami ly supports .in dealing with symptomatìc

behavior, Erickson, Rachlis and Tobin (,l974) define four nodes of

network intervention, geared to mobil.izing and organizing communìty

supports. Included in their discussion are: network as resource

grouping, network as curative groupìng, network as interpreten of heìp

seeking behavior and networking as mitigator of muìtìple agency

'invoivement. By engaging informai soc.iaì supports the famìly may be

better able to organize its internal functioning and adapt to the larger

economic and community context. This is the next area of discussion.

Aponte ('l976) and Auserwald (.l968) are perhaps the best known of

the ecologìcal theorìsts in their treatment of ecomonic context as they

affect f ami ìy functìoning.

Aponte (1976) states that the conditions of poverty serve to

distance the family from other units in their ecology whìch could help

them achieve greater self-determination. Having iess access to external

support, the famìly turns inward to "pool .its resources", resuìting in
poor dìfferentiation and underorganization. compoundìng the probìem may

be a corresponding underorganization in the social institutions, such as

schools, in dealing with the problems which arìse. L.ikewìse, if the

sociaì agencies and heìpers faiì to act in concert with one another they

can further perpetuate or intensify the probìems (Hoffman & Long ì969).

Socìa1 organizations such as welfare, schooi, mental health, child

t,lelfare and the rnedical professìon can increase the family,s sense of

helpìessness if they fail to consider the whole picture of their
involvement with the family, and are not consistent in their goals for
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the famì ly.

Both Aponte and Auserwald advocated greater integration of services

in orden to help. Their use of team conferences includìng ail involved

helpers and the family was one nìeans of assessing and intervening into

the entire contextural fìeld. Auserwald (.l968) further advocated for a

contextural view in the philosophy of helping services, attackìng the

idea of interdisciplinary teanrs in favour of "holistic" health

professionals who would take a total systems view of the problems.
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FAI,IILY LIFE CYCLE

Minuchin and Fishman (1981 ) describe four signifìcant transitional

stages in the farnìiy life cycìe, each with their own attendant tasks and

structures. The first of these is the couple formation stage, where the

couple develops ruìes about the nature of their relationship to each

other (reciprocal or dominant-submissive), establ ish patterns of

division of labour, means of resoìving confìict, negotiate mutual values

and expectatìons, and deal with their new couple identity in reìation to

friends and extended family. This "spouse subsystem" evolves over time

but remains as the subsystem in which the needs of the marjtal or couple

relatìonshìp are dealt with, Proponents of both structural and

strategic schools frequently point to unsatisfactory couple functioning

as the "root" of the dysfunction whìch reverberate to other parts of the

family system (Jackson, ì968; Mìnuchin, 1978; Satir, 1964).

The next stage of deveìopment occurs when the couple has children,

the "family with young children". The spouse subsystem remâìns, but js

reorganized and a new subsystem developes - the "parental subsystem".

New parent-child relationships are formed, with each spouse havìng an

individual relationship with each child, As well, the parents as a unìt

represent a reìationshìp to all the children. The boundary around the

parents sìgnìfies a generatìonal line or separation, and serves

functions relatìng to socialization, guìdance, and control . It is at

this interface that the child learns how to deal with authority,

responsibility, and ways to communicate with such figures. In addition

to the parenta'ì role, the coupìe nust negotiate with their own parents

regardì ng the grandparents roles.

The children themselves form another subsystem, the sibling
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subsystem. The functions met wìthin this subsystem relates to peer

socialjzation, learning to interact with equals ìn pìay, confl.ict,

emotìonal support and so forth. Parental guìdance and control is

balanced against the child's needs for personal learning and jdentity,

in terns of extrafamiljal contacts as well as the sib'l ing subsystem.

The next stage is the "family with school age or adolescent

children". l.lith age comes increasìng need for autonomy, and the

increasing competence on the child's part in his/her attempts to

negotjate new rules and force greater accomrnodation from the famììy.

The peer group becomes strong competition for the famiìy's influence and

parental authority. This can be an intensely stressfui stage, where

parents balance control against autonomy, and make the adjustments

requìred to launch the child into the world as an adult .in his/her own

rìght. Haley's (.l980) "Leaving Honre', is perhaps the most detaìled

expositìon of working wìth famil ies experiencìng diffìculties launchìng

their young adul ts.

The last stage in Minuchin and Fishman's (l98l) developmental model

'is the "family with grown children". Having launched the children, the

coupìe is once again aìone, The spouses now shift generational roles

and family roles, redirecting their energy to each other, outside

ìnterests, deveìoping theìr adult-adult rel ationships w.ith offspring,

and grandparentìng roìes in the event of grandchiìdren. In later lìfe
the couple also deals with issues of loss of spouse, phys.ical declìne,
'I ìfe review, and preparation for their own eventual death.

McGoldrick and Carter (1980) conceptualize the fam.ily l.ife cycìe

slìght'ly differently than Minuchìn and Fìshman (,l98ì ). They view

adolescence as distinct fronr disengaging from the fami'ly, toward
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independent adult functioning. They calì this the "unattached young

adult" stage, The individual's main tasks in this stage relate to

differentiating him/herself from the famiiy of orìgin, involving the

separatjon frorn parents and a "mutually respectful" shift to
aduìt-to-adult reìating. That is, rather than being subordìnate as in

adolescence, the young adult learns to deal wìth his/her parents as an

adult ìn hìs/her own rìght. If done in a healthy fashion the young

adult is free to form his/her own adult identity, with his/her own

goals, values, friends, and working life. If not, the young adult

remains emotìonal ly trìanguìated and carries this ìnto his/her own

married or farniìy life (Bowen, 1978).

McGoldrick and Carter (t980) take their anaìysis one step further

by stating that the farnily's propensity for dysfunction can be viewed as

fallìng aìong a vertìcal and horizontal axis. The horizontal axis

reflects the "normal" deveìopmentaì stresses to the family. The

vertical axìs represents transgenerati onal stresses arising from

inadequate differentiation as discussed above. They further state that

vrhen horizontal (deveiopmental) stresses intersect with vertical

(transgenerational ) stresses, the levels of anxiety in the family take a

"quantum leap". l,lhen thìs occurs the family is at risk of developing

dysfunctional coping responses, unable to perform the "normal"

deveìopmental tasks and progress in the "usual" sequence.

When the family's developmental bìockage is severe enough, some

member of the fami ly may adopt the sìck role as part of the maìadaptive

so'l ution. if these patterns become crystalIized, the homeostasis

regulating the i nterrel ati onsh ips between family members and the

system- s ubsystem structure may become "stuck", Likewìse, the identified
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al ters its cour s e.
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"sick role" untiI the system
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INTERVENTION TECHNIQUES

Having discussed the theoretìcal basis of Structural , Strategic and

Ecological modeìs, examination of their interventive techniques will now

be made. As Eco'logìcal models are oriented to Iarger system issues

beyond the family boundary rather than as a set of methods for dealìng

with internal family functioning, they are not ìncluded in the

interventions discussion whìch follows. The contribution of ecologìcal

theory to systems therapy lies mainly in the identification of ways in

which social setting affects the internal functioning of the famìly.

The commonalities between structural and strategic approaches are

many, which at times obscur"es the differences. in many ways their

differences in techniques relate to the degree of emphasìs which they

place on the rnethods they use, and the language whjch they use to

describe them. in order to provide some ciarity, their basic

differences in theoretical grounding and goals of therapy t,lilt be

highlìghted and then related to the means vrhìch they employ to meet

their respective ends. As will be seen, many of the underlying

principles and approaches are similar. As structural famiìy therapy is

nore elaborate in its theoretical grounding, jt is also more extensive

and explicit in its descriptìon of techniques,

As suggested above, there is a difference in emphasis between how

the structural and strategìc models view problems and approach change.

Lìkewise, theìr goals differ. In the structuraì view, famiìy structure

and organjzatjon create and maintaìn sytnptoms. In the strategic v.iew

symptoms are communicat'ive acts, maintained by or locked into repetitive

transactional/cornmunìcative sequences. Hence, the form of intervention

for the structuralists is on aitering boundaries, whereas strategic
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therapists emphasize intervention into communìcation processes. The

goa] of structural therapy is the reorganization of the famìly to a

healthier structure, in order that symptomatic behavior no longer

expresses its deficiencies. Strategic therapy has symptom removal as

ìts goal , assumìng that once the symptom is removed the communicational

distortions around the symptom wiìl rìght themselves.

As is evident from the above, strategic therapy maintains a sìmple

approach to problems in regard to its theoretical base, and how it views

problems, intervention and goaìs. Likewise, its intervention methods

are loosely defined relative to structural methods. Primary methods of

change in the strategic school relate to reframing of symptoms and

transactions around symptoms, paradox and task assignment. These are

conmon to structural interventions al so, but as stated previously, there

is a difference in terms of emphasis of the techniques and the

specifìcìty with which they are used. Structural therapìsts tend toward

utìiizing these technÍques in a way specìfìc to achieving a change in

system structure and boundanì es,

In the words of Mìnuchin,

"patients move for three reasons, First, they are
challenged in their perceptìon of real ity. Second, they
are gìven alternative possibilities and nlake sense to
them. And third, once they have tried out the
al ternat i ve transactionaj patterns,new reìationships
appear that are self-reinforcing, " (Minuchin, 1974, p.
ll9).

In keepìng with their epistomoiogy, Minuchin and Fishr¡an (1981 )

suggest there are three general classes of intervention in structural

therapy. These relate to chaì lenging the symptom, chaì lenging the

system, and challenging the famiìy real ity, These "challenges'' are

typìcally non -confrontatj on al ones, applied in an atmosphere of support
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and validation. The therapist may present the chaìlenge ìn a

strai g ht-forward or djrect way, makìng his observation explìcit to the

family. Alternatively, the therapist may offer the challenge in an

i ndi rect or implicit fashion.

Chaì ìenges to the symptom involve ìinking the symptom to the

transactional solutions with which the farnily has tried to solve the

probìem, which in turn "hang" on the family structure. The goal of the

associated techniques is to redefine the family's view of the problem

and having done that, to move the famìly toward alternative cognitive,

behavioral , and affective responses, Techniques which relate to symptom

challenges are enactment, symptom focusing, raising the intensity and

reframi ng.

In chaììenging the famiìy structure the therapist works toward

reshaping the structure of the family by changing the distance between

different fami'ly members and holons, toward more "normal" deveìopmental

and functional organizatìon. As well, the therapist attempts to realign

the famiìy such that coalìtions and inappropli ate conflict management

methods are no longer requìred to maintain the "disturbed" balance.

Typical restructuring techniques include boundary marking, unbalancing,

teaching complenentarity, and hìghl ightìng the individual's membership

in various holons. Differentiation of this sort can be in the form of

focusing on the experience of being ìn a holon, and changing the

different members self definition from undefjned fami ly participation to

one specifjc to his/her holon.

The last class of interventions relates to chaìlengìng the fanìly

reaìity. Families construct realities about values, behavior, prob'lems,

and how to deal with those problems. As the family's unhelpful solution
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to their probìem is created and/or maintained by the reality they have

constructed, the therapist may challenge that realìty. Using a

technique called reframing, the therapist attempts to establish a new

therapeutic reaììty for the fami'ly, one which generates alternative

meaning for the thoughts, feel ings, behaviors and transactions in the

family. In the most general sense, refnaming ìnvolves redefining the

dynamics and events jn the family, altering the subjective meaning of

different experiences, and aìlowing for the exploration of alternative

ways of deaìing with its probìems. At times these redefinitions may

involve straightforward expìoration, education, or guidance, txamples

would ìnclude families who have ìnadequate knowledge or skilìs to deal

with new developmental demands. Alternatively, reframìng may be

empìoyed to introduce a therapeuticaìly strategic reaìity, such as in

the case of providing a rationale for a paradoxical intervention.

Structural therapies focus on gettìng the fami ly to jnteract in

ways that mirrolits natunal way of functioning. The therapist then

alters the ways ìt relates, with the intent of creatìng changes which

will generalize to its ways of functioning outside of the session.

Aponte and Van Duesen (198ì ) view this process as a progression ìn

transactional terms, lrith each stage having its own set of

ìnterventions. Their "stages" of therapy include the creation of a

transaction, then joinìng with the transaction and finalìy,

restructuring the transaction. Thìs ìs viewed as a repetitive cycle

this wrìter's analysis, as the therapist unravels the family matrix,

rules, roles, and structures, and takes system change to increasing

depth.

in terms of technique, another repetìtive sequence within this

in

its
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cycle is that of joinìng and accommodation (Gurman and Kniskern, 

.l98ì).

In joining, the therapist relates to family members in a purposeful way,

The therapist joins the system as ìts ìeader, creating an atmosphere of

security and helpfuì support. In accommodation, the therapist attempts

to adopt the family's style, to blend in. Once joined to the system the

therapist engages a number of techniques to bring about change. These

ì ncl ude: actual i zì ng transactions, uti ì i zi ng symptoms, escal ati ng

stress, marking boundaries, paradox and task assignment (Gurman and

Kniskern, 1981 ). Reframìng, which can be empìoyed with any of these,

has been discussed eisewhere.

Actual ì zi ng transacti ons, or enactment, ¡ efers to getti ng the

family to engage ìn its usual ways of reìating. Open ended questions or

probes may be asked in order to elicit information about the fam.i ly's
patterns of ìnteraction. Thr"ough careful attention to the nuances of

who answers what kinds of questìons, how fami1y members relate to each

other, and !¿hat kinds of perceptions famiìy members hold toward each

other about different areas of famiìy lìfe, the therapist ìs provìded a

"window" into the famiìy's functìoning. Through identifying typical

transactions and patterns the therapist can generate hypotheses about

the famiiy's structure. In turn, this is helpful in generating

hypotheses about how the synpton relates t,o the family's structure .

In utilizing the syntptom, the therapist attempts to reduce the

secondary gain of the symptom. That is, the positive functjons which

the symptom(s) serve for the different members of the family are

diminished. For example, if a child's symptomatic behaviolis observed

to brìng the parents closer together, the symptom's positive functjon or

secondary gain is as an indirect means of distance regulatìon. In such
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an instance the therapist may intenvene into the distance regulation

mechanisms of the family through the symptoms themselves. By changing

the meaning of the symptoms or changing the famìly's behavior around the

symptoms they no ìongen serve their originaì purpose.

One method of utiì izìng symptoms ìs symptom exaggeration or

prescriptìon. By encouraging the symptom the therapist increases the

dimensions of the symptom beyond the poìnt that jt can serve ìts purpose

(Aponte and Van Duesen, 1981). For ìnstance, if a child's bedwetting

elicits parental concern and unity, a ìengthy ritual in the middle of

the nìght may provìde the parents with an incentjve to develope

alternative means to demonstrate theìr carìng. Another means to

utiìizing the synptom involves de-emphasizìng the symptom. By

de-emphasizing the synrptom the therapist attempts to reduce the

enotionality which the symptom serves to concentrate. Using the example

of bedwetting, the therapìst might propose that it is not important,

that often several nights of lying in a wet bed will deter that

behavior. As the parents' concern for the child,s comfort may have

ìnadvertantly reìnforced that behavior, the aim of such an intervention

is to decrease the unintended reinforcement value of such responses to

the symptom.

Whether the therapist chooses to employ symptom prescription or

de-emphasizing symptoms as a means to bring about change, the intended

result js to diminish the value of the syntptom to serve some other

purpose in the system. Other means by which symptoms can be utilized

are essenti al ly reframi ng technì ques, redefi ni ng the ì nterpretatì on that

the family has of the symptom. This is done in order to open new

structural pathways or modify the affective meaning that it has held for
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evenyone experiencing it,

It should be noted that structurarists employ symptom ut.i rìzation
techniques as a means to bring about structural modificatjons to the

family, This ìs ìn contrast to the strategic therapists use of such

techniques. Strategic therapists utilize symptoms with greater

latitude, app'lying the technique with indiv.iduais, .in interpersonal

relations, and in the famììy context. As well, it should be noted that
while structuralists use such techniques, they are much more centraì to
strategic interventions - where task assignrnent and extra-session change

are emphasìzed oven in-session interaction and restr"uctur.ing of the

fami ly.

Whereas symptom ut.i lization is more a hal lmark of strategic
therapy, escalating stress is a structunal famiìy therapy technique

which is ernployed to promote in-session change of the famììy (Gurman and

Kniskern, ì981). Also referred to as ,,raising the intensity,,, the

rationale for utilizìng these techniques is that troubled fami'r ies
frequently have developed ineffective or inapproprìate ways of reducing

stress. By raising the intensity, the therapist moves the famiry beyond

its usual coping strategies, to "try e¡" ways of accompì.i shing heaìthy
resolution. The therapist may raise the intensjty by emphasizing

differences between membens, draw out ìmplicit conflicts whìch are

usualìy denied' or block transactions so that several members are

isolated from confl ict -- dìffusing interference from other members.

Regardless of the techniques employed, the general theme of stress

escaìation techniques ìs to raise the tension ìn the family so that they

are more receptive to accepting restructuring techniques -- as neu/ ways

of reduci ng the stress.
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Marking boundaries is another type of structural therapy

intervention, geared toward altering the permeabilìty of boundaries

around the system and its subsystems. The therapist brings about

structural nodification by helping the family to establish new rules

which are in lìne with personal growth and autonoÍty. To that end, the

therapist may block the usual transactional patterns to highlìght

existing subsystems, or construct new subsystems (Aponte and Van Duesen,

l98l ). Blocking the usual transactional patterns involves identifying

repetitive patterns which the family engages in which impede subsystem

functionìng, and blocking thern. The therapist may, for exampìe, prevent

an overi nvolved mother from interferìng in a conflict between tv/o

adoìescents, theneby marking a boundary around the siblìng subsystem to

perform its peer negotiatìng functions, The therapìst may also

construct new subsystems, provìding instruction and guìdance as to the

specific functions of different subsystetns, defìning the appropriate

composition of the subsystem's particìpants in carrying out their

"normal" socialization and/or nurturing functions. Aìternativeìy, where

there ìs some appropriate subsystem dj fferenti at j on, but the boundaries

are too underdeveìoped to protect against inapproprìate externai

interference, the therapìst may reinforce or highlìght the "healthy,'

patterns (Aponte and Van Duesen, 
.l981 

).

The structural vìew of paradox may be best represented by Papp

(1981 ). It invoives relating the symptom to the regulation of the

family through a series of redefinitions, such that any change in the

symptom wìli result ìn changes in other parts of the system - affecting

everyone in ways which they may not want. By doing so, the famììy's

resistance to changing its rules of seìf-regulation is bypassed, as the
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family is "confronted" with the ',choice,, of changing its current means

of regulation and protection, or the symptom, Given that the

relationshìp between the symptom and the reguìatìng mechanisms are thus

"exposed", the family finds it ìncreasÍngly diff.icult to "use,, the

symptom for regulation. Structural therapists utilize such descrìptìve

paradoxicaì techniques when straightforward restructuring techniques

meet with resistance. The strategic approach on the other hand is more

elaborate in its treatment of paradoxical techniques, and uses them much

more extensi vely.

In considerìng the strategic schools' approach to paradox, it .is

important to note the stnategic conception of symptoms, relating to hov.,

the probìem is maintained by the very behavion which is meant to solve

it' in a self-reinforcing sequence. The strategic therapist attempts to

create a series of changes within the systern, success.ive]y nep.l acing one

form of unhealthy solution with a less unhealthy one untiI the symptoms

are no longer part of the dysfunctional sequence. In some instances,

the strategic approach suggests that the therapist encourage resistance,

obliging the system to change by resìstìng the injunction not to change.

Several paradoxìcal techniques commonly cited by the strategic

schooì include restnaint from change techniques, sympton prescniption,

and prescribing reìapses, In restraint from change directives the

therapìst takes a str ong therapeutic position in constantly challenging

the famìiy's wish to change, claìmìng minjmal powers to help. Resìst.ing

the therapeutic position that litile can be done and that change ìs not

desìrable, the famì ly aìters its course. in symptom prescription, the

therapist ìegitìmÍzes the symptom by ernphasìzing the positive aspects of

the symptom, reframìng it from negatìve to positive. Havìng done that,
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the therapÍst essential ly encourages the system to do what ìt ìs already

doing. By changing the symptomatic behavior from an involuntary part of

a iarger dysfunctiona'l sequence to behavior whìch is under the systems

voluntary control , the meaning of the synrptom changes (Haley, l9B5).

The final paradoxicaì technique discussed here is prescribing a relapse.

In relapse prescriptions the therapist disclaims responsibiìity for the

positive changes made, predìcting a return to previous modes of

functioning. In order that the systems competency is preserved aga.inst

the therapìst's dire predictions, the system maintains its positive

changes.

The first step in using paradoxìcal interventions is to carefully

define the symptomatic behavior in question. Next, the therapist

redefines or reframes the symptoms. In doing so the symptoms change

from being involuntary acts to voluntary, which are deliberate acts. As

voiuntary acts are more understandabie to the famì1y than invoìuntary

acts, the anxìety generated by the previously mysterious symptom may be

reduced, In turn, the uncertainty whìch the famiìy may feel about its
own ability to deal with the symptom effectively may be enhanced. In

addition to redefìning the symptom, the therapìst typical 1y reinforces

that definition with a rationale as to why the symptom should continue,

in order that the paradoxical prescriptìon seems reasonable to the

fami ly.

Paradoxìcal techniques such as restraint or relapse predictions may

be ìntroduced in a vague or open-ended way, or may be part of a specific

assignment as is more often the case in symptom prescrìption. As with

paradox, the next set of interventions discussed, task assignment, is

more of a strategic based method than structural .
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In the structural model, task assìgnment is empìoyed for several

reasons. Finst, the fam.i ly,s response to the task can offer much

information to the therapist in terms of the famììy's funct.ioning; ìts
resouncefulness, competencies, degree of flexjbil.ity, secondary

structures and so forth, which is useful in ìdentifyìng potential points

of resistance, Secondìy, if in-session resistance runs high, the

structural therapìst may assign tasks ìn order to bring about

extra-session change. The above holds true ìn the strategic approach as

well.

Strategìc writers point as welì to the basic notion of assigning

tasks sìmply to get people to behave differently, setting a tone for
therapy as being a process of active behavìor change. !^lith each change,

the client-therapist reìatìonship is intensified. Haiey ('l976) points

to tr,/o types of direct'i ves, the first being ìn the form of dir"ect advice

and straightforward tasks. The second type, paradoxìcar direct.ives,

involves encouragìng resìstance within this context of change. Taking

the view that the famiry is stabilized around one member's beìng the

problem, any significant change in behavior is viewed as a way of

creating instability. Thjs ìnstabi l.ity may then be utilized to
restructure the communicational/meta-communicational sequences in the

family. In short, task assignment may serve as a vehicre for setting an

active tone for therapy and as a vehicìe to constructive.ly utìlìze
resistance which may be created by the changes wh,ich the therapist

attempts to i ntroduce.

In Stantonrs ('l98ì ) analysis, the structural and strategic

modal itjes can be used interchangeably, wìth the degree of ,'resistance,,

the famìly exhibits being the decìding factor. when the therapist is
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unable to change family functioning via the structural mode, he suggests

the therapist use strategic methods -- focus.ing on paradox and

extra-session change. The rationale for this .i s .in the greater

attention strategìc therapists pay to dealìng with resìstance and the

power of strategic techniques to circumvent it. He also suggests that

the structural approach be adopted in other circumstances, as structural

techniques are more straightforward and less ,,volat.i le" than strateg.ic

ones.

In comparing the structuraì and strategic approaches, (Hoffman,

ì98ì) suggests that their differences in approach are real , but not

without concurrence. In discussing the practice of structural and

strategic therapies, she concludes that strategic therapists

"can well say that they do not have to bother with the
structure of the family -- they know it by heart, In
the sa¡ne way, the structural therapist can elect to
ignore the particularities of the symptom on the
behaviour sustaining ìt; he knows very weìì how to
recognize a symptomatic cycìe and to break jt.
Ilikewise]... if the strucLur^alists need to adm.i t their
knowiedge of process, the strategists need to admit to
their knowledge of form" (Hoffman, l98l , p. 278),
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THEi.IES IN THE SYSTEMIC PRACTICE OF I.IENTAL HEALTH

l.lhat follows is an applÍcation of the systems l'iterature to the

provision of community mental health senvices, with particular reference

to di rect cl i n i cal servì ces . The author has attempted to hì ghl i ght

those themes which pertain to systemic intervention, regardless of

whether the locus of intervention is tìed to in-session or extra-session

change, or regardìess of whether the famiìy is available to actively

particìpate in therapy. The primary focus then, ìs on app'lyìng systems

¡nodels in a "safety net" service such as community mental health, By

this it ìs meant that unìike services such as Child and Family Services

or family therapy centnes where the need for family involvement is

readì1y apparent, conmun'ity mental health centres receive a great

varìety of referrals, Lìkewise, the connection between the symptoms and

the famiìy may not be as obvious to the client, famiìy, or referring

agent, as is the case wìth problems such as child behavior problems, for

instance. Finaìly, there rnight not be any family or spouse, and if
there is, they may not be willing to activeìy participate ìn therapy.

It is for those types of situations that the pri ncìples and

techniques which are employed need to be flexibìe to the constraints

posed against engaging in the classical conception of famìly therapy.

What fol lows ìs an attempt to identify some of those features whìch

distinguish systemìc therapies fronr traditional models of individual

therapy, whatever the nature of the problem and whatever the nature of

system the therapist has avaìlable to work with.

in appìying systems therapy to mental heaìth practìce, a number of

relevant themes emerge. Regardìess of the type of pr^obìem or referral ,

scope of assessment and intervention can be greatìy enhanced by
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consideration of the emotìonal field jn which the symptom bearer

resides, Hoffman ('l98ì ) speaks of a new ep.i stomology .in therapy,

stati ng

"This new way isn't Bowenjan; it isn,t structural; itisn't strategic; and it isn't attached to any single
therapist. It is in some sense systemic but jt isn't
necessari'ìy modelìed on the work of the Milan
Associ ates. . . . It is profoundly Batesoni an, and yet
Bateson does expl icitly address ìt. (Hoffrnan, ì98] ,p.345).

Among the themes in this new epistomoìogy dìscussed here are: systemic

problem definition, systemic resìstance, family developmental stages and

tasks, intergenerational transmission of scri pts, dìfferentiatìon, and

strategic tasks.

Problem definition in ecologìcaì practice represents a wide

departune from traditional psychìatr"ic modeìs, where the problem is

thought to reside within the individual . Holihan et al , (1979)

describes the ecologìcal view of psychological adjustment or symptoms in

terms of the pers on-envi ronment fit, and with an emphas.i s on effective

coping rather than maìadjustment or pathology. Theìr view of

psychological adjustment jn transactional terms provÍdes a more posìtive

andi $,orkable "frame" with which to vìew problems - allowing the

therapist to explore how symptoms may actuaì'ly be connected to a variety

of different systems. These may include famì1y, helpìng agencies,

sociaì, occupational, and interpersonal systems. Hol ihan et. at, (.l979)

suggest that assessment and treatment of the symptorn shouìd begìn wìth

external forces and move inwards. This .is .in contrast to traditional

views which have Íntrapsychic processes as the start.ing point, and move

outward from there.

In addition to viel,Jing the individual adjustment in terms of
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external forces or contexts, systemìc probìem definition includes

examination of symptoms in terms of their communicative and/or

structural component. Symptoms may hold power in a system, stabilize

confiict between two or more individuaìs, or express deficits ìn system

organization (Haìey, ì977¡ Minuchin, 1974). Agaìn, this is in contrast

to ìndividual therapies which approach symptomatic behavior from varied

standpoìnts such as unresolved intrapsychic conflicts, historical

antecedents, insufficient ìnsìght, olinadequate structuring of

envìronmental rewards and punishments. Regardìess of whether the

symptoms are influenced by historìcal factors, poor insight or

environmental contingencies, systemìc therapìes are concerned in deal ing

with these onìy insofar as they affect the current emotional context of

the symptom bearer.

Several related concepts in systemìc problem definition include

circularity and problem "fit". Together they aìlow for definìng

problems in terms that are current, dynamic, and take into account the

emotional functions which the symptoms serve. By shiftìng from

historical and individual processes, the dynamics around the problem are

gìven greater focus, providìng an overall pjcture with which to ìdentify

strôtegic poìnts and subsystems in which to intervene.

l.lhile basic to systemìc thinkìng, the notion of circularity bears

mention. Rather than thinking of problems ìn a historical linear

c au se-and-effect fashion, circuìanity poìnts toward thinking in terms of

symptoms maintainìng and being maintained by systems, Interaction

around the symptom and ìnteractional disturbances themselves are viewed

as syntonic, with the individuals in the systenìs serving as contexts for

each other ìn mutuaì1y confirming, albeit, dysfunctional ways.
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Likewise' the notion of "fit" (Deil in Hoffman, ì9Br) goes beyond iìnear

thinkìng, referring instead to how behaviors in a system have

cornplementary functions, that they "fit" together in some meaningful way

in terms of the needs of the different participants and the overali

system. Sumnarizing, the concepts of circularity and problem fit go

beyond interactional approaches in that they look toward systern

organization, transactions, and needs jn understanding the symptoms.

Moving from an internaì definition of synptoms to a system.ic one

not only creates a different focus for change strategies, but creates

new optìons and allows for the ìdentìfication of potential setbacks to
therapy. Introducing a systemic definition of the symptom to the famiìy

may have profound impricatìons for therapy. Rather than symptoms being

seen as a resuìt of nysterious intrapsychic nrechanisms residing in one

individual ' they are defined as a natural expression of system probìems.

As families typically think of symptoms in terms of residìng within the
'individual , the famiìy reaììty rnay be nadically changed in the course of
providing expìanations which account for the infiuence of the famììy.

Folinstance, reframing a childs' "acting out" to ,,helpfuì sacrifice" .in

promotìng parentaì unity creates many nev, pathways for change, creating
opportunitìes for the whole family to behave in a different vJay in order

to "work on" the symptoms. Converseìy, the functjon of the symptom .i 
n

maintaìning the balance of the system may be threatened, which

necessitates that the therapìst antìcipate system react.ions to any

changes which redefining the problems m.ight lead to. Hence, the

implications of change in relat.ion to the symptom are of much greater

importance. This is the subject of the next theme, systemìc resìstance.

Varìous accounts of "resìstance,, have been forwarded to explain the
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propertìes of systens which serve to hamper change efforts. Jackson's

(1968) noti on of homeostas is essenti al 1y states that systems/famì ì ies

resist change as part of an "unconscious" effort to maintain the systems

equì lìbrium or status quo. More recent thinking has turned toward the

notion of coherence (Dell, .l98ì) 
which suggests that families/systems do

not actualìy resist change, but rather simply act in a manner coherent

with its own balance between equi librium and disequiìibriun, Dell

(198.l ) argues that systerns are evolutionary in nature, with "resistance"

being an artifact of a lack of change at any given poìnt in tìme.

Another proposition, a Batesonian concept discussed by Bogden (.l984)

argues that "conservatism" against change ìs maìntained by virtue of the

systems having an organized perception of its members behavior, a

reality vlhich is mutuaììy supported and valìdated, Symptomatic behavior

in his view is maintained by an "ecology of ideas" which if left
unchanged, incl udes the symptom.

Whìle these varying accounts examine "resjstance" ìn different

ways, they ail have heuristic value in viewing the dìfficulties which

famì lies/systems may exper'Íence in the change process. One element

which ali address is that change in even one member can create

instabil ity in the entire system. The change can "ripple through" the

entire system and effect reorganìzation, on generate enough dìscomfort

to the system to actjvate reguìatory mechanisms which exacerbate the

symptomatjc behavior. It ìs ìmportant then that the systemic therapist

be cognizant of the regulatory mechanisms of the system regarding

instability, to monitor thern, and to channel the instability in r,rays

which are he lpfuì .

The next theme to be discussed involves the famj'ly ìife cycle. In
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keepìng with the transactional focus of systemic therapìes, attention to

communications, boundaries, and generatìonal lines ìs of great

significance. In order to frame these transact.ions into nreanìngfuì

terms, a rnodel of ''normal" is necessary to gauge potentiaì dysfunctìon.

Models of normal famiìy deveìopment ou ine the various tasks, roles,

and functions which different members in the system should be engaged ìn

for healthy functioning. These models allow for analysis of

developmentaì needs at the indìvidual , subsystem, and famiìy system

level ' From this, the therapìst may identìfy how current functionìng

may set needs in confìict, or where previous developmental tasks dealt

with unsatisfactori ly may affect cunrent functìon.ing,

Among the various famììy developmental thenes discussed hene are:

identÍfying deveìopmental needs in confl ict with fam.i ly ruìes,

developmentaì blockages in current family life stemming from family of

origin (transgenerational stress), and two related concepts, concerning

famì ly scripts and differentiation of self. l.lhile the first two have

greater appìication when actively working with the fami'ly as a whole,

the latter two deal mor"e with hjstor.ical influences - applicable to

famiìy and indivìdual work, The use of h.istorìcal influences in

systemic therapy as opposed to psychodynam.ic formulatìons is perhaps

articulated best by Mìnuchìn, vlho states,

"The premises of psychodynamic therapy are that change
occurs in the individual through cognitìve-affective-
re-encounter with the introjected past. This encounter
occurs.through a symboì ic reìationshìp with the
therapi st. . . ( as opposed -to systemì caì ly whene) emphasi sis on the expìoration of the confl.ictuál oast and on
interpretìng it in the present. " (¡rinuchiir, ì974, p.9l).

Where historical influences are probed .in therapy, they are intr.oduced

for the purposes of provìding a basis of insight and re- j nterpretat i on
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in terms of current functioning, in the cìients current context, and

creatìng new alternatives for behavional change. The emotìonal field jn

whjch the client(s) resìde are the focus of that change, u¿ith the

therapist orchestrating changes to transactional patterns, systems

structure, or styles of personal relating.

In terns of developmental needs in conflict with family rules, the

concept of "normal" becomes important in recognizing the socializing

function of the famìiy in terms of assimiiating the values and norms of

the culture. To balance its various internal needs and the external

needs of the different menbers, djfferentiation into varìous subsystems

along generational lines is necessary. As well, those needs change with

time and as famì ly composìtìon changes, requiri ng that the famìly be

flexible in adapting to those changes. With increasing age the general

requirements of the family shift frorn nurturance and protection to

ì ncreasì ng autonoÍly in the realm of si b li ng and peer socì al i zati on. If
thjs shift from dependence and parental ìnvolvement to autonomy and

adulthood is not responded to by increasing differentiation, or runs

counter to the systems level of emotional connectedness (engagement),

boundary issues become salient features of the problem in the form of

developmental stress. Likewìse, ìf conflicts within dìfferent

subsystems are detoured acnoss genenational lines boundaries are

affected, interfering with normal developmental processes

(triangulation), These aspects of farnìly functioning may be addressed

in famiìy therapy if the "identjfied patient" is an acting out or

withdrawn teenager for ìnstance, or may surface as deveìopmental

blockages ìater ìn life in individual , couple or famjiy functìoning. In

such instances these dynamìcs may be addressed as hìstoricaì influences
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in current functioning, as transgenerati onal stress,

In addressing the issue of fami ìy functìonìng as affected by

transgenerati onal str"ess, l^¡alsh (1982) writes,

"Earlier socialization of fami1y members, leading to
parti cul ar sol uti ons regardi ng the i ssue of
separatìon-individuation, is related both to prevaiììng
value preferences regarding the desirabilìty of
particuìar modes of ìntenrelationshìp and to unìque
hi stori cal cohort factors. . . i n determì ni ng the manner
in which the issue of separatìon and closeñess is
resolved across the farni ìy life cycle." (l,latsh 1982,
p.197)

Deveìopmentaì blockages in current fami1y lìfe may most visabìy be

illustrated ìn fanilies experìencing difficu.ltìes in giving appropriate

independence to adolescents. Parents whose own adolescence was marked

by a faiìure to individuate in a healthy way (transgenerationaì stress)

may deal adequateìy wìth smal I adolescent problems, only to find

themselves unable to deal with some new adolescent problem which arises

(developmental stress). Unabìe to solve the problem from withìn the

range of their olvn family experience, set of values, and construction of

reality, the problems nray escalate and their attempted solutìons may

escale them further. The problems ntay further escalate if parental

conflict runs high or parental values and needs regardìng closeness

dìffer, McGoldrick and Carter (1982) discuss how famiìy themes are

passed down through the generatìons, incìuding

"patterns of relating and functìoning that are
transmitted down the generations ìn a family, prirnariìy
through the mechanisrn of emotional triangì ing (Bowen,
1978), It ìncludes all the family attitudes, taboos,
expectations labeìs, and loaded issues with which people
grow up." (McGoldrìck and Carter, ì982, p.t69)

These farnily scripts and ernotional trìanguìation processes form the

basis of the next two famiìy ìife cycle themes discussed.

lrlhile there is some convergence betì^,een famiìy scripts and levels
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of differentiation, they are fairìy distinct in meaning, l'Jhile levels

of differentiatìon may affect the degree to which family scripts are

internalized by the individual(s), scripts themselves refer to the

content of the self-identity which the individual internalizes from

his/her fami ìy of origìn.

Scripts themselves may affect the individual's seìf-perceptions,

styles of relating, and view of self ìn interpersonal relationshìps.

Famiìy definitions and responses to behavior, while growing out of

system needs, can pensist and remain a signìficant part of the

ìndividual 's self-identity, regardless of whether those labels are

congruent l,tith perceptions outside the family context. For instance, an

'individual whose childhood temper tantrums served to regulate parental

distance may continue to perceive him/herseìf as having dìfficulty

maintaining self control , producìng uncertainty as to how to respond to

confìict. Such a script may serve to maintain a seìf-fuìfillìng

prophecy. The Iasting quality of these scripts are important to note,

as they may be significant influences long after the famiìy of orìgin

has dissolved (Bowen, l97B).

In addition to specific aspects relating to personal identity,

general vaìues, orientations, and rules of relating are transmitted

through the famìly culture. Scripts regarding achievement, sex-roles,

coupìe, and parenting behavior are examples of general orientations

which are heavily influenced by the famììy of origin. Likewise,

patterns of communication and rules of deal ing with conflìct in close

ìnterpersonal relationships are deeply affected, For instance, a child

who is ìnducted into parental conflict may carry dysfunctional scripts

and ways of buffering conflicts into his/he¡ adult functioning ìf s/he
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is unable to vjew his/her behavìor from the proper distance as an

'independent adult. Differentiating oneself from this type of

trìanguìation is the core of Bowenian styled therapy (Bowen, l97B).

Hoffnran (ì981 ) suggests that it may be most useful ìn families with

strong kinship networks, where confl jct is dealt with by means of

emotional distancing, secrecy, or pseudo- comlnun icatì on .

In the Bowenian view, the individuaìs' adjustrnent is best

understood in terms of his/her levels of differentiation of self. By

this, he means the degree to whìch the indivìdual is able to

differentiate his/her emotional world from his/helintel lectuaì

understanding of it, This is particularly important if the individuals,

graduation to adulthood ìs not adequately dealt with ìn the family of

origin. That is, if the individuals' emotional connection to the famiìy

of orìgin does not accomnìodate his/her adult ìdentity as separate frorn

the fami ly, s/he rnay rernain "stuck" at the level of emotional maturity

which the famiìy perrnìts. In families characterjzed as enmeshed, the

indjviduai may experience a fusìon of emotion and intellect, which in

turn bìocks growth and autonomy. Thìs may aìso hamper the individuals'

ability to establish heaìthy interpersonaì reìatìonships outsjde the

fanrily, owing to his/her adherance to famiìy values, scripts,

alìegiances, attitudes and so forth.

The prinrary vehicle for change in the Bowenian styìed therapy is to
heìp the individuaì (s) to objectify these emotional processes. l.lhen the

famiìy unit is the level of intervention the goal is to help the

different members of the farniìy to take ownership of thejr own thoughts,

feeì ings, and behavìor. That ìs, the pensonaì boundaries of the

individuals in the famiìy are strengthened, as distinct entities in the
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"ego mass" of the fami ly. tihen the individual is the un'it of treatment

the same issues are addressed, as they relate to the individuals'

si gnifì cant emotional contexts,

Bowen aìso contends that poor individual di fferent.iati on can

continue to cause problems ìong after the individual has physicaììy left
the fami ly of orìgìn, ìf s/he does not somehow deal with the

triangulatìon symbolicaìly. He calls thìs p seudo-emot i ona I cut-off. In

summary, the essence of Bowenian therapy relates to strengthen.i ng

personaì boundaries, by way of objectifying emotìonal processes,

tri angul ati on, and fami ly progrants . Th i s i n turn perm.its the i nd.i vi dual

to pursue aduìt growth, autonomy and self-direction.

The fìnal theme addressed here reiates to strategic tasks.

Strategìc tasks may take a number of forms, fron symptom focussed

technìques desìgned to alter transactional patterns around the symptom,

setting subsystens in confl ict to alter boundaries or generatjonal

ìines, to attempts to unbalance the systenì through one individual .

Strategic tasks using syrnptont focussìng techniques are one type of

systemjc intervention which takes the synrptom bearers, context into

account. Rather than defining and treating symptoms in terms of

historical antecedents and intrapsychic processes, the symptoms

reìatìonship to the current environment ìs deemed inrportant. When the

family is activeìy involved in therapy these techniques may be used to

alter transactional pattenns around the symptorn. Likewise, recognizing

the communicative power component of synìptoms, and recognizìng the

ìmportance of context, these techniques rnay be applìed in any type of

system.

Another means of altering transactions or boundaries through
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strategic tasks involves subsystem interventions. The therapist nìay set

subsystems in confl ict through assignlnent of tasks designed to raise the

intensity of the famìly's extra-session behavior. In doing so, the

therapìst attempts to push the farnily beyond its usual forms of

interaction and altering boundary permeabìlity.

In terms of issues reìating to differentiation, boundary

permeabìlity is a prìmary target for change. As previously discussed,

current famiìy system can be viewed and acted upon in terms of different

subsystenr boundarìes, and levels of invoìvement of the different famìly

members to the overal 1 famiìy system. Likewise, at the individual

leveì, 'leveìs of differentiation the indivìdual has attained determines

the permeabiìity of his/her personal boundaries (0kun and Rappaport,

1980). Levels of differentiation then, can affect the ìndividuai,s

functionìng in other relational contexts in a number of ways. Borrowing

fron Bowen"s notion of objectifying emotional processes, heiping the

individuaì to change his/her transactional patterns in terms of boundary

clarity or emotional distance can serve to facilitate adjustment to

di fferent rel ati onal contexts.

Regardless of the contexts being deaìt with, the ultimate goal is

to help the client(s) to maintain a varìety of flexìble emotional

systens, fìexibìy connected withìn a fra¡nework of keeping a healthy

emoti onal or corn¡nunicatìonal distance.

In concìusion, the dìscussion of themes re'l atìng to systemic

therapy in the provisìon of mental health services has touched on a

varìety of areas. Systemic probìem definition relates the inportance of

ìooking outside the indìvidual rather than to internaì processes ìn

understandìng problerns. Likewise, systemic notions of resistance
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reìnforce the inportance of recognizing that symptorns, as paìnful as

they may be, can also stabilize other probìems ìn systems. The

importance of this is that any attempts at change must take into account

the systems' response to it, those responses whìch alerted the early

pioneers of famìly therapy to recognize the importance of the famiìy ìn

mental illness, and uitimately to a better understanding of all hurnan

probìerns. The importance of the farnily as the unit of treatment was

fi rst acknowledged by them.

In terms of farniìy functions and effects on the individual a nu¡nber

of these themes have been discussed. Models of farnily deveìopment

provide a frarnework with which to identify where the fami ly's

functionìng may impede "normal" growth, developnrent, and adjustrnent to

the larger society. l,Jhether these problems surface while they are

happening, are passed on fnom generation to generation, or create

problems later in life, models of "nornal" famiìy deveìopment provide an

alternative to biologìcaì and ìntrapsychic approaches, As stated

previously, the focus of therapy is on changing the individuaìs'

functìonìng in current contexts, not catharting past ones.

Finally, the notion of strategìc tasks reflects a focus on the

meanìng of symptonrs in their context. l,lhile famiì ies may not aìways be

present, available or appropriate to engage, family influences can be

addressed by strategic means. Likewise, symptoms themselves may take on

properties of their own, which can be diminished through strategic

tasks,

Foley (1974) has alluded to the porier of systemic techniques

outstrìpping the language to adequately describe them. Perhaps one of

the reasons for this power is that by focussing less on techniques,
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nodels' and theory, the comprexity and variety of contexts in which
problems surface are not overrooked. Reinforcement from a father is
different from reinforcement from a brother and is different yet from a

f.iend. Famiìy therapies recognize this difference when they tark about
boundaries, nurturance and autonorny. Common to aìì systemìc therap.ies
js their attention to human connection, and ways in which symptoms ane
attempts to baìance personal needs wìth human connectìon, be it with
social networks, spouses, or famiìy.



CHAPTER III PRACTICUI.I SITE AND PROCEDURES
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DESCRIPTION OF SETTING

The practicum was conducted through the Portage Mental Health Unit,

at the centre of the region designated as the Centraì Region by the

Manitoba government. The central office was located in the Government

Building in Portage La Prairie, which also housed a variety of other

social service departments, The catchment area served by the Portage

Unit included a rural popuìation of approximately sixty thousand peopìe,

served by seven full-time mental health workers. Additional 1y, the

supervìsor of the tean carried half of a full-ti¡ne load, and one other

worker was employed half-time, Two of the workers were based in

satel'lite offices located ìn Carman and Manitou.

The writer saw clients fron the Carman satellìte office located

thirty-fìve rniles Southwest of llinnìpeg. The catchment area served by

the Carnran office was comprised of a rural population of approximately

ten thousand peopìe, located within a thirty-five mile radius from

Carman. The economic base of the area was agriculturaì aìong with the

attendent commercial and service sectors which service it. The

population itself was a relatìvely stable one, rooted in the fami ly farrn

tradition, conservative and hard workìng in the tradition of the

Protestant work ethì c.

The various professionaì discipl ines which were represented within

the Portage tearn included sociaì work, psychology, psychiatric nursing

and nursing. The Portage team had a strong committment to the provision

of mental health services in the ìeast dìsruptive means possible for the

client, invoìving family and community systems in the process.

Consìstent wìth that philosophy the unit had incorporated the procedures

and techniques of a number of systemic models into the practice of
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community mental health. The use of team consultation, live supervìsion

and team supervision were routìneìy practiced.

The writer's commìttee was chaired by Dr. Barny Trute, who acted as

primary advisor, 0ngoìng consultation with Dr. Trute v,,as undertaken as

the practicum was in progress. Mr, George l'lacDonald was the on-site

supervisor" for the pr"acticurn, the mental health worker responsìble for

the Carman office. Ms. Elìzabeth Hill was the third member of the

commi ttee.

Lìve supervisìon and case consultation were provìded on-site by Mr,

MacDonaìd, on average fon approxìrnateìy four hours each week, In

additìon, the writer had the opportunìty to observe and supervise Mr,

MacDonald on a number of cases. Team supervision with Mr, Grant

Dunfield was undertaken in several cases and M¡^. Dunfield also assisted

in lìve supervision in several cases. Ms. Norma Tessier of the Manitou

offìce provided I ive supervision in one case,

The duratìon of the practìcum was eight months, from December of

l9B3 until August of ì984. The writer spent two days per week at the

Carman office, and in addition attended the regular staff meetings,

training tape sessions and professionaì deveìopment workshops. The

writer was also in attendance at the monthìy professìonaì deveìopment

seminars conducted by Mr. George tnns of the MacNeiì Clinìc in

Saskatoon.
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DESCRIPTIOI{ OF CLIENTS

Selection of cases was made on an ad hoc basis, with no selection

criterìa in pìace. That is, they were assigned as the referrais catne

in. Approximateìy haif of the referrals were self-referrals, w.ith the

remaining referrals coming from physicians, schooìs, and Children's A.id.

In the course of therapy a number of different agencìes were involved at

different poìnts, includìng a school prìncipaì, school counsellors,

probatìon officìals, and the R.C.l',l,P.

Clients represented a varìety of dernographic characteristics. The

age range was from l4 to 75 years of age, Empioyment status was also

varied, with three clients being unernployed, three being seìf-employed,

and the rest being involved in varied types of salaried employment.

Empìoyment, education and income were generaììy skewed to the lower end

of the scal e.

A total of ll cases were seen, involvìng 23 family members.

Families were the treatment unit in 4 cases. Two cases involved

couples, and 5 cases were seen as indìviduals. In two of the ìndividual

cases the presenting problens revolved around separation issues, and

were focussed on the problems the adults wene experiencing in response

to the separat ion,

The total number of sessions was 66, yìeìding a mean of 6 sessions

per case. Two cases were sìng'le session consults, one case vtas seen

twice, and one case was seen three times. 0f the remainìng seven, two

were client ternrinated as a result of sudden moves, and the other 5

terminated in a planned way. The r^ange ìn number of sessions was from

one to ei ghteen,

In addition to those cases under the direct supervìsion of the
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writer, approximately 8 cases carried by other members of the Portage

team were fol lowed on an ongoing basis. These were primarìly cases

which wêre under the supervisìon of Mr. MacDonald. Mr. Dunfield was

present as senìor consultant in I ive supervision for approximately half

of those cases.
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EVALUATI()N

Assessment and recording '¡,ere done in a manner cons'istent with

those prescribed by the mental health unit at which the pract.icum tvas

held. Background denrographìcs, presenting probìem(s), ìnit.iaì

assessment of dynamics, hypotheses, goals and ongoing progress and

developments vrere all noted. For the purposes of the pract.icum three

evaluation instruments were util ized in addition to the cl.in.ical

formulatìons arrìved at through direct observation and consultation.

Two of the instruments were standardìzed family assessment measures.

The third was a target compìaint measure constructed by the writer for
pre-post measunes of the effectiveness in those cases where individuals

were seen.

The family assessment tneasures used here were the Famiìy Assessment

Measure ili (FAM III) and the Famiìy Adaptab.i lity and Cohesìon Scales II
(FACES II). The writer had several purposes in employjng these

measures. First and foremost, the writer used the opportunity to

familiarize himself with the instruments in clìnìcal practìce, hence the

use of two different neasures for comparatìve purposes. The exercìse

was useful ìn two ways, First, the suìtabiìity of the measures to

augment direct observation of famì ly dynamics and aìd in the formulation

of treatment goals was evaìuated. Secondly, the instrument,s were adopted

as pre-post measures of effectiveness of the interventions used. Both

tests were represented on a pre-post test basis.

The target complaint nleasure was constructed as a symptom focused

measure, consistent with the strategic nature of the therapy undertaken

with the clìents who were seen on an indìvidual basis. Owing to its
simplicity and lack of psychometrìc basis, discussion of its su.itability



'is limited here. It should be noted that it is

measure with face validity only, The interested

Append ix I f o|its exami nati on.

What follows is a description of the fami'iy

interpretive ìnformation and discussion of their

prope rt i es .
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a subject ive sel f-report

reader is referred to

measures al ong wi th

psychometric

Faces II
The FACES II (Famìly Adaptabiìity and Cohesion Evaluation Scale)

was developed by David H. 0lsen, Candyce Russel, and Douglas Sprenkle

(1979, 1980). It is a th'irty item Likert scale which measures fami ìy

functioning on two dimensions, fami ly adaptabil ity and fami'ly cohesion.

A unique feature of the scale is that it.is completed twìce upon

administration, once for how members see the farni ly (perceìved

functioning) and again for how they wou'ìd ljke it to be (ideaì

functioning), This provìdes an indirect index of satisfaction each

memben holds in relation to how the family curren y funct.ions.

The family cohesìon axìs of the scale relates to the level of

emotìonal bonding family members hold toward each other and the degree

of ìndivjdual autonoûìy they experience, Specìfic concepts/questions

which constitute cohesion are: independance, boundaries, coaì jtions,

time, space, friends, decision-rnaking, and interests and recreation.

There are four" levels of cohesion ranging from extremely low

(dìsengaged) to moderateìy ìow (separated), moderatly h.igh (connected),

and extremely high (enmeshed), The two moderate 'levels, separated and

connected, are consìdered to be relatively balanced functional levels of

f amiìy cohe s i on.
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Famì ìy adaptabiììty is the second dimension to the circunìp'rex model

and is defined as the abììity of a maritaì or famiìy systern to change

ìts power structure, role relationships, and reìationship rules in
response to situational and deveìoprnental stress. Spec.ifìc concepts

used to diagnose and measure the adaptabil.ity axis are: family power

(assertiveness, ìeadership, discìplìne), negotiation style, role

rel ati onshi ps, and reìatìonship roles.

The four levels of adaptab.i Iìty range frorn rigid (extremeìy low) to
structured (low to nroderate) to flexible (moderate to high) to chaotic
(extremely high). As with cohesìon, the moderate scores represented in

the structured and flexible range are considered to be balanced family
functi oni ng.

Cohesion and adaptabìlity scores are pìotted aìong two axes, v.,ith

the point at which they ìntersect being considered the ideal functioning
famiìy. Expanding outvrard on the pìottìng grid are varìous combìnations

of the foun levels of each dimension yìelding sixteen distinct types of
famì 1y functìoning. Four of these types are moderate (baìanced types)

on both dimensions. Eìght are extreme on one dìmensìon and moderate on

the other (midrange types). The rerna.in.ing four types are extreme on

both dimensions (extreme types). The interested reader" should refer to
Appendix 2 for its examination.

The definìtion of barance is criticar to the circumprex modeì. The

operati onal def i ni tì on of bal ance refers to the famì ly scores fa l I .i 
ng

into the two central ìeveìs (balanced). txtreme levels on both

dimensions represent faìr'ly severe dysfunctìon.

The strength of FACTS II in terms of vaìidìty and reì.iabi lìty is

limited. As its developnent is ongoing, and as yet incompìete, further
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testing and refinement ìs in order. Current figures suggest adequate

internal consistency with a Cronbach's Alpha of ,90% (N=2412).

Test-retest re'l iabiìity was a respectabie ,84 based on a study of

unìversity and high school students (N=124). The representati veness of

this group and sample size for a scale of this type are questionabìe

however. Sensitivity to change with cl inical populations requìres

further examination. Likewise, as factor analysis was utilized in the

tests constructi on, construct vaì ì di ty and content val i di ty are

unsubstantiated. Over alì, the test has good face validity based on

useful and parsìmonious clinical concepts, as well as good internal

consìstency. Its limitations reìating to the need for further

refi ne¡nent and external val i dati on with cl i ni cal popul atì ons are al so of

note.

Fan III
The FAM III Scale (Family Assessment Measure III) was developed by

Harvey Skinner, Paul Steinbauer., and Jack Santa-Barbara (Skinner,

Steinhauer, & Santa-Barbara, .l983). It has three component scales, the

General Scale, a Dyadic Relationship Scale, and a Seìf-Rat.ing Scaìe,

The General Scale and Self-Ratìng Scales are compìeted once when

administered, They contain fifty and forty-two items respectiveiy. The

forty-two item Dyadic Relationshìp Scale is cornpìeted by the respondant

once for each other member in the fami ìy. In a famìly of five for

exampìe, the respondant would complete four separate Dyadìc Reìat.ionship

Scaìes, describing their relatìonship to each other member.

Each of the three component scales are further broken down into

seven subscales, which are described in the folìowing discussion of the
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conceptual basìs of FAM III.

FAM III is based on the process model of family functioning, which

posits a specific interactìonal sequence between seven distinct

attributes of famiìy functìoning. Moving in a progression from

relatively concrete observable concepts to the more abstract are: task

accornpl i shment, roìe performance, communicati on, effective expression,

effective involvement, control, and vaìues and norms. l.lith some over

simplìfication ìt can be stated that the model presumes that task

accompììshment deternines the ability of the family to effectiveìy

integrate famì ly and individual needs and achieve its objectives to

adapt as a heaìthy functioning unit. The other dimensions are process

variables which influence the fantiìy's effectiveness in task

accomplishment, hence the name pnocess nrodel of famì ly functioning,

Given the three component scales, inc'luding profiles on each dyadic

pair in the famìly, and the nesting of seven subscales within each

component scale, FAM III provides substantial flexibility in the way the

results rnay be used. At its sìmp]est level , FAM III provìdes an overall

'index of heal th/pathoì ogy of family functioning, as drawn from the

General Scale, Detaìled matrices of each members interaction with each

other member on alì seven subscales can also be obtained from the Dyadic

Reìationshìp Scale, generatìng a wealth of ìnfornation as to the various

interrelationships within the fanrily. Fìnaììy, each member's perception

of his/her functìonìng within the famì ly is measured by the self-rating

sca I e.

In ìnterpreting the FAM III profi le, discrepancies between

different farnily members' scores may also yieìd signìficant information

relatjng to fami ly processes, asìde from the obvious differences in
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perception. Two additional subscales on the Generaì Scaìe, Social

Desirability, and Defensiveness serve to assist in the jnterpretation of

discrepancies between different family members.

Surnmarizing the above, the General Rating Scale can be used as an

overall index of heaìth/patho'logy in the famiìy. For more detailed

anaiysis each of the scales can be broken down into seven subscales to

identify particular weaknesses in farniìy's functìoning. Conflict and

alliances between specific famìly members can also be ident.ifìed from

the Dyadic Relationshìp Scale, Finaì1y, interpretation of dìscrepancìes

between the different fami ly member's perceptions of function.ing is

facilitated by the inclusion of Socìaì Desirability and Defensiveness

Sca ì es.

As with FACES II, FAM ill continues to undergo further study and

refinement, Analysis of a varied sample of 475 families indìcates that

FAM III is reliable and differentiates between clinical and non-clinical

families, Reliability is hì9h for both children and adults, who have

di fferent normati ve profi I es , and acnoss the respecti ve scal es .

Subscale reliabìiity is so¡newhat more variable than the idea'ì , but

ove¡ all remains respectabìe. Aìpha co-efficients for the different

scales are as fol lows: Adults - General Scale .93, Dyadic Reìationship

Scales .94, Self-rating Scale .89, Children - General Scaìe .95, Dyadìc

Relationship Scale ,89, Self-rating Scale .86. Subscale ranges for the

General Scale are .60 - .87, and the Dyadic Relationship subscaìes range

from .59 - .82. The authors have identified weaknesses .in the

reliabi lity for several self-rating subscaìes, partìcuìarly task

accornp ì i shntent, involvment, and controì subscales.



CHAPTER IV CASE REVIEI{ AND AI{ALYSIS OF INTERVEIITIONS
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CASE EXAI.IPLES

The followìng case exampìes ilìustrate the interventions and use of

evaluation instruments as undertaken in this practicum. The names which

are used have been changed to mai nta i n cì ient confi denti al i ty.

The format for describing the cases and evaluative measures is as

follows: ì. Presenting problem, 2, Background information and etioìogy

of presenting broblern. 3. Assessnrent of system dysfunction/clinical

observations. 4. Goals. 5. Interventions 6. Evaluation and case

conc I usi ons.
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THE A FAI'IILY

Mrs. A. cailed to arrange an appointment for her sixteen year old

son Ben. Ben had recentìy received a two week suspension from school,

and as a condition of his return he t,tas to undergo counseìling, The

suspension was in response to Ben's coming to school drunk, the second

occasion on which he had done so. Mrs. A, felt there were other

probìens whìch Ben needed to deal with, ìncluding aìcohol ism,

anti-social , irresponsible, and deìinquent behavior, At the time of the

initial phone contact she expressed fears that his attitude would lead

to his beìng placed in a juvenì1e ìock-up and eventualìy to prison.

Background and Eti ol ogy

Mrs, A. was thìrty-fìve years old, and successfuìly employed with

the government Ben's biological father was killed.in an automobjle

accident three years prior. Ben had been arguing with hìs father in the

vehicle when the accident occurred,

Fathe¡ had been twenty years older than lrlrs. A. and prìor to h.i s

death had physical'ly deteriorated with a heart condition, to the po.int

where he was virtual'ly bed-r'idden. Mrs. A had always been the primary

disciplìnarìan in the famì ly, tnore so as father's health failed.

Mrs. A. began to date a long-time acquaintance several months after

father's death, a thìry-six year old contractor named Sam. They had

been sporadìcal ìy co-habitìng for the previous year and pianned to marry

in August, four nìonths from the tin¡e of initial contact with the mental

health servìce. At the time the three of them were in therapy Sam was

frequently away from the home for extended periods, owing to the nature

of his business, Money tvas an important issue to both Mrs. A. and Sam.
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Ben's father had wìlled most of his sizable farm to l,lrs, A. She and Sam

planned to sell it and retire within five years, despite their

relatively young age. Ben had expressed an interest in farmìng the land

himse'ìf, but Mrs. A, disqual ifìed any such plans, calling them

unrealìstic in ììght of the irresponsibil ity she saw in him.

In terms of Ben's symptomatic behavior, Mrs. A stated that the

problems predated the death of the bìoìogìcaì father, and that the

reìationship between Ben and her had always been tense, Mrs. A cited

attitude probìems fron an earìy age, and noted that Ben first drank at

the age of e'leven, aìong with sorne older friends from nearby farms,

Despite hav'ing been assured that Ben was not alcoholic by a worker from

the Alcoholisrr Foundation of Manitoba, she considered him one. She

placed part of the blarne on the older friends Ben continued to associate

wi th.

More recently the probìems were surfacing at schooì, vlhich the

school counsellor ascribed as being mostly growing out of Ben's angry

demeanor, Ben also had been involved in a number of petty del inquent

acts, prìnìarily drinking and angry destructive behavior.

Ben had been involved with a number of different counsellors in the

past, including the schooì counseììor, a mental health therapist, an AFM

worker, and probation officers. A1 I had concurred that Ben's problems

were rooted in famìly dysfunction in the wrìter's discussions v.,ìth them.

Assessment of System Dysfuncti on

In structural terms, it was hypothesized that historically (when

the biological father was alive) the generational boundaries were

blurred, with Ben being triangulated between a weak submissive father
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and a controllìng and distant nrother. Ben's acting out behavior served

to engage Mrs. A with father, as her or^rn power struggles with Ben

typically required mediation by father to arrìve at some solution. As

welì, Ben's acting out behavior served to dinrinish Mrs. A's power, as

she had to share control with father. The marital confl ict and balance

of power was mediated by Ben, owing to the blurred boundaries and

tri angu I ati on.

Mrs. A's fiance was also a submissive individual , but at the time

of therapy was onìy peripheraìly integrated into the famiìy fabrìc. An

alliance between Sam and Ben was hypothesized, albeìt less intense than

with the biological father, as the "marital relationshìp" was too recent

for the rnarital conflicts to be as intense as they had been with

bìoìogicaì father. Ben's current symptomatìc behavior was hypothesÍzed

to be nrore of a perpetuation of prevìous1y ingrained patterns of

comnrunjcation with nrother than triangulation ìnto marital conflict,

although that possìbìlìty exìsted as well. Conversely, it was

hypothesized that the new step-parent Sam was or could be trìangulated

in mother-son confl i ct.

The patterns of interaction between Ben and Mrs, A were considered

to be the focal point of the current dysfunction, in ììght of the

perpetuation of the symptoms in father's absence and the relatively

peripheral roìe Mrs. A's fiance pìayed as new step- p arent/ husband at

thìs stage of their reìationship. Ben's presentation was that of a very

angry young man, expressing it through either sul leness, sarcasm or

angry outbunsts. Mrs. A for the most part acted in a controlìing and

harsh fashion. llhen she did become softer with Ben he would withdraw

and remain suìlen, to which Mrs. A viould again return to threats and her
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controlling manner. Sam avo'ided their confljcts most of the time, but

was drawn in to nrediate at other times, as the biological father had

been,

Goal s

l. Clarifying and aìtering the communication and transactional

patterns between Ben and Mrs. A with partìcuìar reference to

power and dì stanci ng behavior.

2. Reframe Ben's behavior as less probìematic and less

'irresponsibìe, aììowing the famìly to redìrect the energy ìt
expended controììing Ben, to healthy growth.

3. Strengthening the generational boundaries (marital and

parental) as a more appropriate avenue for San to be involved

than his triangulated medìator role.

4. In conjunctìon with the above, to facìl.itate Ben,s

individuation in a heaìthy way.

Interventi ons

A famiìy interview was arranged for the first session. Mrs. A, her

fiance Sam, and Ben all attended. The therapist spent nuch of the first
session joining with the famì ìy, getting background information and

probing the dynamics of the famì ìy.

The famiìy expressed reluctance at com.ing for counsel l.ing, to whìch

the therapist contracted for four sessions of famiìy counseìling to meet

the requìrements of the schooì, thereby aìlowing the therapist to

redirect the resistance and allow more time to joìn with the famì ly.
Thenapìst attempts to set goals with the farnily were unsuccessful as
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Mrs. A requested changes in Ben but couldn't concede to a request on

Ben's part that he not be sent to boarding school the next fall if h.i s

behavior improved. The therapist assigned the task of discuss.ing goals

amongst themselves for the next session.

tihile the fami 1y had talked about goals befor^e the second session,

the session began with a discussion about their failure to arrive at any

goais. Ben's reciprocaì request not to be sent to boarding school was

cited as the reason for thejr ìnabil'ity to settle on goals. As the

intensity grew, Sanr became drawn into the discussion as the mediator.

As the discussìon progressed Sarn allied himself with Ben, to which Mrs.

A became more resi stant.

The therapist refocussed the session to the differences in Sam and

Mrs. Ars perceptions of famiìy functìoning, Sam admitted to feeìing

that Mrs, A was too critical and controlìing with Ben, and to hìs

feel ing compeììed to mediate theìr conflicts when they escalated. The

therapist reframed I'lrs. A's controlling behavìor as be.ing too cìose to

Ben, which sometìnres drew them into conflict. Sam was g.iven the

assignment to help Mrs. A puìì away from Ben when they became too close

rather than join in as mediator, The therapeutic goaì was to bjock the

usual pattern and draw ciearer generationaì boundar.ies. Goaìs reìat.ing

to communication and Ben's behavior were set.

In session three the same issues were addressed and clarified

further. Ben resisted the changes, wìthdrawìng and questioning his

comìng to the sessions. It was hypothesized that thìs represented an

issue of trust for Ben, who was accustomed to receiving blame ìn the

famiìy. The therapist attempted to convince Ben that the purpose in

coming to the sessions was to make things better at home, not just to
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reinforce that blame. Ben contìnued to show reticence, and Ben was

given the choice as to whethen he wanted to come. The intent of this

was to diminish his resistance by giving him a mature choice, and to

reinforce the genuiness of the therapist in wanting to heìp everyone

with the situatìon, not just to control him. As well, it altered the

meaning of the act of withdnawal , as a legitimate choice rather than

sìmply as an act of rebellion. This was for Mrs. A's benefit as well,

as her anxiety and controiling manner with Ben on'ìy served to escalate

control i ssues.

Ben did not come to the fourth sessìon, and neither did Sam as he

made other bus iness committments.

Sam did not attend any further sessions fon the same apparent

reason, despite the therapist's efforts to get him re-invoìved. As the

therapist conducted the next session with Mrs. A by herself, the session

was used to track Mrs. A's fami ly of origin in great detaìì. The

therapist connected some of her current farnily problems to family of

origin patterns, highlighting the deveìopmentaì bìocks she had held from

her own unhealthy launchìng, As her father had died when she was

thirteen, her siblings pul led together to maintain the famì1y farm. As

well, they ail felt mother was too weak to challenge, so there was

little adolescent testing behavìor. As her sibl ings had done, Mrs, A

lived at ho¡ne under conditions of unquestioning co-operation and

excessive responsibilities until the age of sixteen, when the

frustratìon and demands becanre too much to bear.

The therapist validated her for the difficulties she experienced

and how difficult it must feel in ìetting go of Ben in the best way, as

her own circumstances in adolescence were so different from adolescence
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today. Aìso, in a reframìng effort the therapist probed wjth Mr"s. A how

Ben's irresponsible behavior might be an atternpt to help her be more

relaxed and less work oriented. Likewise, in a probing fashion the

therapist reframed Ben's irresponsjble behavìor as possibly an attempt

to draw Mrs. A closer to Sam in a fun way.

Following the session the therapist called Ben at home and was

successful in convincing Ben to resume therapy. Ben was much rnore

responsive ìn the sessions following the speciaì invitation from the

therapi st.

Session five began vlith validating Ben for coming, and recontracted

with the famiiy for four more sessions, as the contract for the school's

requìrements was compìeted. In ìight of the previous session's work

l.tith Mrs. A regarding her own unheaìthy "launching" and Mrs A,s own

controlììng behavior towand Ben, the therapìst subtìy dìrected them to a

goal geared toward helpìng them to negotiate Ben's separation .in a more

"grown up way" and improve communicatìon in the family,

Among the issues dìscussed in this session were lrlrs A,s own

launching and how it related to her having difficulty ,'ìettìng go" of

Ben. Related themes of trust, responsìbiiity, having fun, and life as a

sixteen year old were also discussed.

The assignment for that week was for Ben to be responsible for the

spare house key, a relative'ly neutraì content issue which Ben had

previousìy expressed dìscontent with. As he usualìy returned horne fron

school before Mrs. A. returned from work, he was usualìy locked out. Up

untiì that time she had not trusted him with a key, c.it.i ng different

examples of hìs irresponsibiììty as reasons. I.,lhile this was a small

task, Ben was very pleased with even this smal I adult responsibìlity
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entrusted to hi m.

The sixth session followed much the same thernes as session five,
examinìng issues of freedom and responsibi lìty. A school project Ben

had been procrastinating on u,as selected as a content issue on which to

further practìce their negotiation skills. Ben's reticence was used to

further probe the issue of responsìbì1ìty. In the course of the

negotiations Ben demonstrated a reluctance to commìt himself to tak.i ng

'it upon himself to complete the project. The therap.i st paradoxically

framed his inabi ìity to conmit himself as deferring the r.esponsib.i 'l ity
to l.1rs. A. The therapist further suggested a restraint from change

dìrective, whereby if Ben was feelìng too much respons.ib.i l.ity was beìng

given to him he should put off the project in order to get Mrs. A to

take the responsibì lity of makìng him complete the project.

Ben brought up several new issues thìs session, relating to Sam and

hìs feeling at times of being excluded. Clarification of Mrs. A,s

'involvement with Sam and with Ben was undertaken, and .it was negot.iated

that Ben be allowed to <¡uietìy watch televìsion upstairs when Sam was

sleeping over and Ben was having trouble sìeeping. prior to that he was

only aliowed to do so when Sam wasn't home. Mrs. A was gìven the

directive to come and talk to Ben about what $,as troubìing him on these

occas i ons .

By session seven it was becoming more evident that Sam was not

going to re-engage ìn thenapy, and the focus on negotiat.ing a healthy

'individuation was maintained, lt was hypothesized that if conflicts

between Ben and Mrs, A could be successful ly negot.iated Sam would not be

drawn in, hence a change ìn the fami'ly pattern. Conversely, if Ben were

to become better^ differentiated, he would not be triangulated into
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potential marital conflicts between Sam and Mrs. A.

The focus of this sessìon was again on issues of responsibìe

negotiation. The issue of Ben drìving the car was seìected as one

content area. Another was Ben's schoo'ì performance, wh.ich required

immediate ìnprovement ìf he were to avoid faiìing his grade. A plan was

negotìated for completing the required work before year end. Ben was

again resistant to commit hìmself to doìng it. As with the previous

session, the therapist suggested that he could defer the responsib.i l.ity
to Mrs. A if it were too much to handle. The therapìst paradoxicalìy

questioned whether Ben could do it but wìshed him well in his efforts.

The eighth session was the final session, Themes relating to Mrs.

A's own unhealthy launchìng were highìighted and how ìt contributed to

their dìfficultìes in negotìating a friendìy separation.

Responsibiììties whìch Ben had successfully taken on were also reviewed,

A restraint from change prescription was also g.iven, that jt would be

hard for Mrs, A to quit worrying about Ben, and that at times it would

be difficult for her not to smother him.

In consultation with Mrs. Norma Tessier who was providing the

writer wìth supervision on this case, the decision was made to terminate

with the famì ìy as some resistance was being sensed regarding mak.ing

larger changes. l.lhile the gains they had made were relatively fragì'le,

further sessions at that point couìd be counter-t her apeut i c, undermìning

the gains made to that point. Termination was mutually agreed upon

between the famiìy and the therapìst. The famìly was encouraged to

re-engage if probìems arose.
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Evaluation and Case Concl usi ons

Figure t highlìghts the pre-therapy profiìe on the FAM III General

Scaìe. Most notable are the unusual ly ìow scores registered by Ben,

which were not consistent with his demeanor early in therapy, namely

sul len and angry. Exarnination of the Socìal Desirabììity and

Defensiveness Scales scores at 75 and 68 respectively ìndicate that

Ben's scores were suspect. The authors of the Scale (Skìnner et al .

l9B4) indicate that Social Desìrabì1ìty and Defensiveness scores over 60

suggest that both the elevation and shape of the FAM III profile may be

distorted. Such elevated scones can a1 so signal that the therapìst has

not adequately joìned with the client, and that issues such as trust and

confidence may be hindering honest reportìng. This nay well have been

the case, as Mrs. A. had taken Ben to a number of helpers in the past,

wìth what may have been an agenda to reinforce her vjew of the problem

as his "attitude probìem". l4hile Mrs. A, had little success in havìng

this view supported by the other therapists, there was jittle progress

made for Ben or the farnily as a whole in their other attenpts at

therapy. lt was observed that Ben appeared to be much more open in the

sessjons after he had tested the thenapist's genuiness about not just

focussing on Ben's probìems, by testjng whether the therapist was being

truthful ìn givìng him the choice about attending the sessions,

Mrs. A's overall rating was 63. As scores over 60 have been

identified as representing fami ly probìems, l4rs. A's score signalled

significant family probìems. At 59, Sam's score approached the problem

range, but feìl I poìnt short, Despite fallìng on opposite sides of the

cut-off scores for problem versus non-problem falnilìes, Sam's and Mrs.

A.'s scores were quìte consistent. It is also of note that they both
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scored quite low on social desirabilìty and defensiveness, whìch usual ly

indicates levels of anxiety about what is happening at home.

An area of concern for both Sam and Mrs. A related to the role

performance dimensìon, with Mrs. A scoring 70 and Sam scor.ing 6b. This

could in part be attributed to the relative'ly new status of the

relatìonship and lack of definition as to Sam,s new role, Given Mrs,

A's control ling style, Sam's ìntegration into the system may have held

greater concern for her. While this discrepancy was sl ight several

moderate discrepancies were noted between San and Mrs. A,

Skinner et aì, (1984) suggest that ìncongruency between family

members may be as indicative of farniìy probìems as elevated scores.

lncongruìties on the connunication subscale showed dìfferences wìth Sam

scoring within the normaì range at 54, and l4rs. A. scoring 69.

Examìnation of their communjcation ratings of the Dyadic Scajes

indicated that they had identical scores in relation to each other (52),

and a much smaller discrepancy in theìr respective scores toward Ben.

Sam scored communìcation with Ben at 52 and Mrs A rated .it at 60. As

with role performance thìs may ìn part have been due to Mrs. A,s

concerns regarding Sam's integration into the fam.i ly. Given the size of

the discrepancy, the writer also hypothesìzes that part of the

discrepancy may have been a result of Mrs. A,s feel ìng communìcation as

a family was inhibited when Sam was invoìved, as he tended to view her

as too critical of Ben. From this the writer also suggests that they

had not yet come together as a parentaì unit in terms of parental

expectations and communication, and the possibi lìty of a weak alliance

between Sam and Ben (blurred generational boundaries).

Related to the above were the dìscrepancies noted on the control
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subscale. Again, Sam scored wjthin the normal range at 56, while Mrs,

A perceived control as a family problem at 66. Their scores in

relation to each other were simìlar, Sam rated control between the two

of thenr at 48, Mrs, A at 51 , A rnajor discrepancy was noted in their

ratings of control in reìation to Ben, with Sam scoring 62 and I'lrs. A

scoring 75. Consistent with the conclusion above regarding

communication, Mrs, A and Sam had not yet come together as a parental

unit, It was interesting to note, however, that while Sam rated control

as a problem with Ben on the Dyadic Subscale, he dìd not see control as

a probìern as a fami ly.

The above findings on the FAM III profiìes were consistent with the

structural assessment that there were discrepancies in terms of parental

expectations and control , creatìng conditions which would promote a

father-son alliance, weaken parental boundaries and hamper negotiation

and confl ict resolution between Mrs. A and Ben. As the marital unit was

relatively new and low in conflict, tr.i angulation into marital conflict

was not as ì i keìy.

Post-therapy data was confined to l'lrs. A's report. As indicated in

Figure 2, there was a margìna'l change ìn the overall rating to 60, down

from 63 on the pre-therapy rneasure. l,rlhi l e thi s si gnal s s l ight

improvement overall, Mrs. A's score stradled the cut-off level for

famiìy problems. Improvement of the scaìes reìating to the therapeutic

targets were more pronounced on two of the three scales which showed

improvement, but only moderately so. Again the scores were stììl ìn the

problem range, with communication decreas'ing to 64 from 69 and control

dropping to 6l from 66. lrlhile this was consistent with the writer's

clinical observations, role performance dropped beyond that which
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have been expected on the basis of the differentiatìon issues addressed'

but a change of that magnìtude was unexpected. It may be that as Mrs. A

and Ben improved in theìr abìlity to resolve conflict, aìbeit

moderately, Mrs. A was less concerned about alliances between Ben and

Sam. Alternatively, as Mrs. A puìled back from Ben and recognized his

approachìng independence, issues of parental agreement and potential

conflict regarding roles may have been taken more ìightìy by Mrs. A.

Finally, while Sam was not present in the latter part of therapy, it may

be that Sam and Mrs. A addressed sorne of the issues on their ovJn, As no

profì le was available from Sam, this remains speculative.

One final point regarding the FAM III profile relates to another

anomaìy found. Mrs. A's score on affective involvement increased from

59 to 64, into the problem range. The writer speculates that while Mrs.

A was able to disengage herself somewhat ìn terns of control , it was at

some cost in terms of hen affections or perceived affection from the

other family members. It should also be noted that Mrs. A's scores in

regard to defensìveness and social desireabiIìty did not change. This

indicates that she still may have been experìencing a hìgh leveì of

anxìety about what was happenìng at home. Consequently, her scores may

have been somewhat ìnflated overall.

Informal observation of the changes made should be prefaced by

reiterating that both the writer and consultant Norma Tessier did view

the gains as being weakly rooted in the family system.

The most marked change in this writers observation was in relation

to the abilìty of Mrs. A and Ben to negotiate with some degree of

resoiution, As well, Ben's demeanor and appnoachability seemed greatly

enhanced.
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l.lith regard to the acting out behavior which brought them into

therapy, there were no legal entanglements, complaints of drìnkìng or

school problems in the course of therapy. At a meetìng of Social

Service professionals from their communìty several weeks later Ms.

Tessier learned that Ben's absence from their caseloads was conspicuous

enough to be noted. The hìgh school counsel lor also reported that Ben's

acceptance at the school was notably improved, pflimarÍly due to his

ìmproved conduct as noted by both the teachers and the schooì

coun se I I or.
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THE B FAT.IILY

The identified patient, Tracy aged fifteen, was referred by her

mother in response to learning from the school that Tracy had

essentiaìly held her class "hostage" for forty-five minutes one day by

threatenìng to commjt sujcide in class. She did so by drawing a knife

across her wrists, rnocking the action of slashing them. Tracy had been

experiencing problems in the school for the past three years, but to

date this had been the nost majolincident.

Background and Etioìogy

The B fami ìy consisted of Mr. B, a fifty-two year old labourer,

Mrs. B a fìfty-two year oìd housewìfe, brother Rudy aged eighteen, and

Tracy. Rudy and Tracy were both adopted in infancy, In contrast to

Tracy who was considered the family faiìure, Rudy enjoyed some social

status in the community owing to hjs ability in sports.

Tracy's schooì probìems first began three years previous, when she

had faiìed hen grade seven. Since that time the parents reported that

she had felt out of place wìth her classmates. Several months prior to

therapy she had been placed in a specìal c'l ass.

The parents' frustration with the school ran deep. They felt that

in the past the school had exaggerated their reports of Tracy's negatìve

behavior and poor academìc performance. As well, they blamed the school

for maintajning poor communication with them, The latter was evidenced

by the fact that it took two weeks for them to be informed of the knife

incident. The parents were also unhappy with Tracy being pìaced in a

special class. They projected many of the home probìems onto the

school , in partìcu1ar that the regimentation at school was creatìng
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non-compl i ance at home.

Assessment of System Dysfuncti on

The B fami ìy was a system hypothesized to be deficit ìn leadershìp,

boundarìes, involvement and role structure. Sex-role rigidity and

dysfunctional communication patterns were also noted.

Leadershìp ìn the farniìy was Iackìng. Famìly goals and

expectations were confused, as was hìer^archy and role structure,

Overtly, Mr. B was the executìve leader of the household, w.ith Mrs. B

being a parental subordinate. Covertìy, the famìly,s perceptjon of

Rudy's elevated status in the community yìeìded h.im executive power ìn

the famiìy in nlany tJays.

Parental boundaries were rigid, and owìng to the lack of parentaì

direction and cohesion, expectations were few .in addition to being

weakly transmitted. The complementary nature of the parental

reìationship further weakened parental authority. Mr, B cons.idered

behavioral control in the honte to be Mrs, B,s responsìbil.ity, at whom he

perìodicaììy issued directives. Sìrnì larìy the marìtal unit was

complementary and dì stant.

Session observations suggested that Mrs. B was enmeshed with Tracy.

Mrs. B acted as Tracy's voice when stressed. Hovtever, scores on the

FACES il Scaìe indicated such extreme disengagement that an alternate

hypothesis was deveìoped. It was hypothesized that Tracy was

triangulated into a vacuum in nrarital and parental involvement. Mrs.

B's speaking for Tracy was hypothesized as synrptom ma.inta.ining in

nature, blocking clear communication and maìntaining the fami ly balance

of power.
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Goal s

I . To faci I i tate appropri ate di fferentì at i on and hì erarchy ì n

boundaries and strengthening sibling subsystem boundaries.

2. To correct sex based ìnequal ities, ìntroducìng greater symmetry

to marital , parental and sibling subsystems.

3, To strengthen marital and parentaì functioning, with respect to

cohesion, direction and exploration of new alternatives.

4, To alter dysfunctional patterns of communication, includìng

promotion and enhancement of negotiations, cìarifying

communication, and getting Tracy to speak for herself.

5. To set and enforce ìimits in a clearer, rnore consistent and

real i sti c nranner.

Interventions

The B family was seen for eighteen sessions over the course of

seven months. The first session was February of 1984, and termìnation

was mutually agreed upon in August of that year.

A family interview was set for" the first session, It was attended

by Tracy, Mr. B, and Mrs. B. The therapjst attempted to arrange for

Rudy to come but was unsuccessful, The session was spent joining with

the fami ly, gatherì ng background ì nformat ion, and prob ing fami ly

communj cati on and dynamìcs.

Probes regarding the alleged suicide/hostage event revealed that it
was in fact attention seeking behavìor, with low intent. The parents

had not dìscussed the incident with Tracy directly, and were ¡nuch

rel i eved.

It soon became apparent that father was disengaged, having lifted
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motherrs "grounding" of Tracy after the incident because he didn't think

it was worth "creating a fuss" at home over the ìncident.

In the course of probing the family about the different

reìationships Tracy expressed her resentment about the preferentiaì

treatment Rudy received ìn the family. As well, she expressed her

feel ing that they didn't care about her, as she was always overshadowed

by Rudy's accompì i shments,

The second session involved more ìnformation gathering. The most

significant new information concenned the fanrjly pattern around Tracy's

synrptomatic behavior. l,¡hile the discìp1ìnary duties were prìmarìiy

defenred to Mrs. B, the famiìy pattern served to punish Mr^s. B in her

attempts to do so. l,Jhen Mrs, B would attempt to dìscipline her, Tracy

would become quarrelsome, to which Mr. B became angry with the both of

them for disturbing hìm. Mrs. B would feel unsupported and subsequentiy

withdraw fronr the confIict, her discipl inary authority having been

undermìned, The therapist cha'l 'lenged the pattern in a neutral way,

highlightìng how it served to perpetuate Tracy's mìsbehavior as ìt gave

her nelative immunity from disciplìne, Þlr, B resisted the suggestion

that if he were to become involved Tracy's misbehavior would decrease,

reiterating his need to relax when he got home. He deferred the

responsibility to Mrs. B to find alternate ways of deaìing wìth Tracy,

l ike loosening her standards. In ììght of the resistance generated the

session focus was shifted to how they handled Rudy's discìpline, as

there never seemed to be any concerns about noise level where Rudy was

concerned. They indicated that he was given greater latitude because he

t,las more demanding, and ìt was easier to give ìn to him than fìght, even

if it was at Tracy's expense. Trackìng how Rudy's demands cane at
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Tracy's expense they discìosed that Rudy frequently demanded that Tracy

nake hìm snacks, clean his messes, and deferred his chores to her. The

therapist chal ìenged the appr opriateness of the parents supporting

Rudy's demands on Tracy, drawing a boundary around the sibling

subsystem.

The session concluded by emphasizing the positive changes in

Tracy's behavior as of late and ref¡ amed parental demands as conìng from

carìng rather than maliciousness as Tracy had suggested. A restraint

from change injunction r.ias given, that the family needed to keep from

changing too quickly to avoid upsetting the habits the famìiy was

accustomed to.

Father was absent for the third session. Mrs. B reported that

since the last session she had confronted Rudy when he trìed to get

Tracy to carry out his personal chores. Rudy reluctantly abated,

placing him in a more appropriate posìtion hier archically,

Probes ìnto communjcation, power and al ignment revealed that Tracy

spoke for herself more when Mr. B and Rudy weren't home, primarì ly as

she wasn't the target of critìcism in their absence, Therapist attempts

to promote heìpfu'l communication between mother and daughter by

requesting that Mrs. B talk with her daughter and provide some guidance

revealed a sìgnificant pattern, When Mrs. B became frustrated, Tracy

withdrew as she perceived Mrs. B as ìecturing. In turn Mrs. B wouìd

attempt to guess at Tracy's motives as Tracy withdrew. In triadic

communicatìons Mrs. B ultimately ended up speaking for Tracy, unless

blocked from doing so. The therapist punctuated the discussion by

highììghting the pattern. Sex differences in the famiìy were exp'lored

further, addressìng the disparity in status and roles. Mrs. B was
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validated for the difficult posìtion she was ìn, havìng to protect Tracy

from the powerful ntales in the home while at the same tìme discipiining

her, The session was concluded with emphasizìng the importance of Mr.

B's participation ìn the sessions. Rudy's presence was again requested

as wel l.
Neither Mr. B or Rudy came to the fourth session, This reinforced

several of the hypotheses regarding system dysfunction. First, it
reflected father's disengagement from the fami ìy. Secondìy, Rudy's

participation in the famiìy's problems was not being acknowledged by the

famiìy. This nray also have been symptomatic of his elevated status .in

the famì ìy. Final ly, the sex role division of the famìly may have been

one of the dynamics involved tvith Mrs, B. dutifuììy performing the

"women's work" of the fami ly - attendìng to the emotional tasks of

heìpìng Tracy with "her probìem".

The content issues focussed on ìn this session related to school

probìems which had again surfaced during the week. Despite having been

grounded for the weekend Tracy had spent Saturday away with friends.

The failure to stick with consequences was addressed, and mother was

asked to reassert her parentaì authority. Mrs, B's attempts to diffuse

the conflict by external izing the problem as the school ,s was blocked.

Tracy's behavior was framed as normal adolescent testing, for which Mrs.

B was to take charge. Mrs, B was directed to be clear in her

communication, with the therapist focusìng her and blocking her from

taìking fon Tracy. Tracy co-operated and adlnitted to feeling more

comfortable wìth cl ear rules.

The session concluded with again emphasìzing the need for Mn. B,s

help. The ìmportance of having both parents pulì together to give Tracy
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clear expectations and consequences, and to enforce them together was

reinforced. The home assignment was for Mr. and Mrs. B to get together

and specify their schooì expectations, 'l isting them and the consequences

for not meeting up to then. They were to also have weekly contact tiith

the school , which the therapist arranged in a meeting with the schooì

pri ncipal , aìong with her return. As relatìons between the parents and

the school were strained everyone's co-operation was reaffìrmed. As

Tracy's transfer to a specìal class was made for behavioral rather than

academic reasons, an agreement was made that if her behavior improved

she would be neturned to the regular classroom.

The therapist was informed in session fìve that Tracy had lost

enough weight in recent months to be of medical concern. The physician

which l4rs, B. had taken Tracy to had "diagnosed" Tracy as bulemic. The

bulemic behavior was hypothesìzed to be passive resistance to weak

parentaì functioning, an attempt to bring the parents together and

increase their involvement with her. The bulemic symptoms were

considered to be symptomatic of the system dysfunction, in the same way

as the "suicide" symptoms. To avoìd multiple heìpers working at

cross-purposes the therapist arranged to take over her weight monitoring

from the pubìic heaìth nurse, who had been involved at the doctorrs

request. Strategies for deal ing with the behavior were also discussed.

Mr. B again faìled to attend the session. In consultation with Mr.

MacDonaìd it was decided to involve Mr. B indirectly, in light of the

rìgidity of the sex-role and parental dynamìcs. The relatìonship

between Mrs. B and Tracy was framed as being too close, as evidenced by

Mrs. B's continued habit of speaking for Tracy. It tras assigned that

Tracy and Mr. B were to talk for ten minutes a day without any
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interruptìon. Immedìately after supper was agreed upon as it was a

relaxed time when both Tracy and Mr. B were usual ly home.

Sessìons sìx and seven maintained a similar focus. The

communication exercises with Mr. B were monitored, Mrs. B noted how

difficult it was for her not to interrupt their conversatjons. She was

managing to do so however, aìlowing for a change in pattern between

Tracy and both parents. Mrs. B was much more conscious of her speaking

for Tracy. Subtìe probes for rnarital conflict were made, to no avail.

Session six concluded with enrphasizìng how the closeness between

Mrs. B and Tracy was misdirected in that it tended to revolve around

confìjctual issues rather than fun events. In light of the success of

the "taìking assignment" Mr. B's invoivement was expanded to include

taking over the monitorìng of schooì problems. Mrs. B !¿as g.iven the

assignment to initiate a fun activìty for Tracy and herself. These same

tasks were reassigned in session seven.

Despìte no new major incidents, Mrs. B contìnued to bring in minor

complaints about Tracy and requesting medications. As few new changes

were being noted in farnily functioning at this poìnt in therapy,

'individual sessions were arnanged for Mrs. B and Tracy for sess.ion eight

through ten. This did not genenate any new openings for change, but

thei r situation remained stable.

An attetnpt was made to engage Mrs. B ìn more assertive behavior

with Mr. B to generate a more symmetrical relationship, wìth the hopes

of faciiitating conmunication around issues of parentaì expectations and

pronrotìng shared parental responsibiìity and involvement. She resisted

any such change. Terminatìon was suggested at this point, with the

frame that the only avenue left untrìed wouìd requìre Mr, B's help.
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Mrs. B was able to convince him.

Sessions eìeven through thirteen were conjoint sessions w.ith Mr.

and Mrs. B. Despite their continued complaints over Tracy,s minor

misbehavior and requests for medications, st ra i g htforr,Jard attempts to

have them develop mutual rules and consequences nìet with failure.

In an attempt to indirectly address marital conflict and address

the sex-roìe irnbaìance, Tracy's behavior was framed as an attempt to

teach Mrs, B. how to fight wìth the powerfuì Mr. B. In consultation

with Mr. McDonald it was prescribed that they were to pretend to fight
twice a week. This was to be done within hearing distance of Tracy,

The therapeutic goaì of this "pretend fightìng" was to provide Mrs. B.

with a safe forum for Mrs. B. to practice assertion, with the ultimate

goal of helping the parents negotìate family rules and involvement in a

rnore symetrical fashìon. It was also hoped that Mrs. B, would be better

able to request Mr. B's involvement and feel more invested ìn carrying

out her parentaì functions as they would also include her desires for

the famì ly. The goaì of havìng them carry out the assignment wìthin

earshot of Tracy was to entpower Mrs. B. ìn Tracy's eyes, in the hopes of

detrìanguìating her from any subtle pressures she might feel to weaken

Mr. B. for Mrs, B, A mone nebulous goal ìn the assìgnment was to raise

the intensìty of the family, in order that they would more readì ly

accept change. Foì ìowing the third sessjon vlith that focus Tracy ran

away from home,

The famìly returned several weeks later, statìng they aìl feìt
closer after the experience, It was hypothesìzed that famììy anxiety

foì ìowing the crisis was hìgh, and that ìn order to preserve the system

everyone was more invested in preserving the calm. This included
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increased parental involvenent and concern. This was evidenced by the

fact that the parents did make more of an effort to engage in famìly

activities, involvement which had been difficult to establish prior to

the cri si s.

Sessions fifteen through eighteen were conducted over the sunmer,

where few new issues arose, in pant because weekday routines and

structure were more relaxed. The sessions focussed prilrari'ly on

recognizìng Tracy's age, with her approaching sixteenth birthday

signalìing the importance of balancing freedom with setting the stage

for responsible adult behavìolin the world outside the fami ly, As

Tracy had talked about quìtting school they were encouraged to have a

mutually agreed upon plan for how to deal with that issue, and

alternatively, agreement regarding their expectatìons if she did quit.

No new issues or incidents occurred during this time, and parentaì

complaìnts decreased. Termination was mutuaì1y agreed upon in session

ei ghteen.

Evaluation and Case Concl usi ons

Figure 3 depicts the pre-therapy Faces II profì le. it is

immediateìy apparent from the perceived scores that everyone in the

fami ly shared the perception that the famììy was rigid in terms of

adaptation. This was consistent with the therapist's observations. In

particular, it was noted that the fami'ly was rigìd in terms of role

structure and rule negotìatìons, and there was a low tolerance for

devi ati on or change.

In terms of cohesion, Mrs. B and Tracy scored in the extreme range

of disengagement. Mrs. B scored particularìy ìow, at 39, ì7.9 points
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below the adult cut-off point for disengagement. Tracy's score lvas

sl ightly less extreme in relation to the cut-off point (47,9 or below)

at 36. Father scored at the lower cut-off point for connected at 57, an

identical score to Rudy's. The lower adolescent norms pìaced Rudy ìn

the connected range.

The FACES II scores were consistent with the writer's system

assessment with one exception. Mrs. B's in-session behavior frequently

suggested enmeshment wìth Tracy. As indicated in the system assessment,

an alliance based on their perceived lack of emotional connection and

sex differences may have also included overinvolvement. Unfortunately,

the FACTS II scale measures the family as a whole, and does not identìfy

dyadic dì fferences.

tlith the exceptìon of Rudy, the rest of the famì ìy scored in the

balanced range of flexibly separated in their ideaì scores, indicating

dissatisfaction with its functionìng and a balanced view of how it would

prefer to functi on.

The post-therapy profi le is depicted in Fìgure 4. Changes were

most evident on both dìnrensions for Tracy and Mrs. B. Tracy indicated a

sìight increase on the cohesion dimension, up to 40 from her pre-therapy

score of 36. Mrs. B showed a ìarge increase on cohesion , up to 46 from

her pr"e-therapy score of 39. Both still had scores about l0 points

belotl their respeclive cut-off ievels for disengagement. 0n the

dimension of adaptability l'lrs. B showed a smalI change, up to 44 from

40. Tracy showed a dramatic change in her rating of adaptabiiity, up 13

points (44 post-therapy, vs. 3l pre-therapy), Mr, B reported a small

'increase in cohesion (60 post, 57 pre-therapy) and a s1ìghtìy ìarger

increase on adaptabil itJ (42 post, 37 pre-therapy). Rudy reported
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identical perceived scores pre and post-therapy (cohesion 57'

adaptabiI ity 34).

The most significant overal I changes were increases in adaptability

for Tracy and cohesion for Mrs. B, Moderate changes were noted for

Tracy on cohesion and for Mr. and Mrs. B on adaptabilìty. The changes

nrade were consìstent with the therapeutic targets and changes noted in

the therapist's observations. The direction of the changes l.Jere as

desired. The nragnitude of the changes tvas moderate for the most part,

with several large changes noted, particuìar1y cohesion for Mrs' B and

adaptabilìty for Tracy. It should be noted however, that the

pre-therapy scores were in the extreme levels, and remained outside of

bal anced levels at termination.

It is interesting to note that the ìdeal scores for Mr. and Mrs. B

at termination showed substantial elevatìons ìn adaptabì1ity' into the

chaotic range. It may be that the therapy focus on issues relating to

the adaptabì1ity dimension tnay have produced the desired cognitive

change without corresponding behavioral change. Relative to their

current functioning they rnay have perceived larger changes than

necessary in order to achieve their ideal for heaìthy functioning.

Clinical observations of the family's progress concurred with the

FACES II results. 0verail, the family was in the extreme range at the

time they entered therapy. The changes which occurred wene moderate'

but their functioning at the time of ternrìnation was still fairly rigìd

and dìsengaged. The magnìtude of the changes reported by Brook on

adaptabil ity and Mrs. B on cohesion were larget" than what the writer's

clinical observatìons would have suggested. This may have been due to

the extended period of tìme which he saw them and the discrepancy
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between his goals and the famììy's ievel of functioning. 0wing to the

gradual nature of the changes it may be that they were not detected as

being as significant as they were. Gìven this possìbiììty, it would

have been beneficial to get a measure of any such marital changes which

nay have taken place. Likewise, although strengthening of the sibìing

subsystetn and generational boundaflies were therapeutic targets, the

effectiveness of those interventions could not be quantified using the

FACES II scal e.
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THECFA}IILY-LESLIT

Leslie was a self-referraì, coming on the advice of her mother.

The presentìng probìems related to what leslìe's mother referred to as

mood swjngs. Lesììe frequently feìt that her entotions were out of

controì, and was afraìd that her mood swìngs might jeopardize her

relationship with her boyfriend Peter. She and Peter had been serious

enough ìn theìr relationship to be dÍscussing marriage.

Background and Eti ol ogy

Leslie was a twenty-two year oìd and d.ivorced. Lesìie had married

Fred at the age of nineteen, against her parents' wishes. Fred and

Leslie were the same age. Leslie and Fred had moved to a remote

northern community right after their marrìage' to fìnd work for Fred.

The marriage was characterized by chronic hostility and withdrawal , lack

of support and frequent absences on Fred's part during alcohol and drug

benders. The marriage lasted a year and a half. Leslie described the

last six months of their relatìonship as being characterized by total

apathy and di sengagement.

Leslie returned to her hone town of Carman a year prior to coming

to the mental health service for help, She was employed as a cìerk and

shared a house with several frìends. At the time she came for

counselling she had been dating Peter for sìx months, and maintained a

fairìy independent life from her family of origin, She visited with her

mother at least one night a week with regularity.

In terms of farnily of orìgìn, Leslie was the oìdest child in an

intact two parent famiìy. Leslie's parents were both in their fìfties.

She had two siblings, a sister Rebecca who was a year younger than
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herself and a thìrteen year old brother, Ed, Rebecca, pregnant at the

age of seventeen, r,Jas currentìy separated and Iivìng with her parents,

a'long with her child. Rebecca and father had always been in open

conf] ict with each other.

Father had aìways been peripheral while Leslie was growing up'

Leslie's outbursts toward father had been labelled as mood swings at the

age of eleven, They were most frequently directed toward father'

Mother was described by Lesìie as the "emotional centre" of the home.

There was a history of psychìatrìc problems in mother's fami ly of

origin, with one uncle havìng committed suicide and another being under

psychiatric hospitalization. Foììowing termination of therapy wìth

Leslìe nrother referred another uncle for counseìlìng. Mother also

appeared to be the "famì ly psychiatrist."

Assessment of System Dysfuncti on

It was hypothesized that Leslie had not ful ly differentiated from

her famì ly of origìn, that she was still triangulated by the family

projectìon process. Leslie's anger outbursts toward father served to

detoun the conflìct between mother and father, voìcing mother's anxiety

and frustration about father's disengagement. They also served to

reguìate distance between mother and father. The fami ly nythoìogy that

Leslie had "nood swìngs" served to keep the coalition between mother and

Leslie covert. In turn, this legitimized the triangulation and enabled

Leslie to contìnue voicing mother's anger without an obvious

generational violatìon. The fami ly rnyth also served to maintaìn the

enmeshment between mother and Leslie. Over tirne, Leslie became

increasingly dependent on mother to validate her feelìngs, as she could
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not trust her own Per^cePtions.

At the personal level , Leslie was caught in a self-defeating cycìe'

She was tentatìve about any confl ictual feeìing expression, and as a

result often overlooked what she considered to be personal

transgressions against her. Eventuaì1y her frustration would build to

the point where she would ventilate her frustrations. Following that

she would disquaì ify her feelings and attribute them to mood swings'

Goal s.

l. To facilitate a heaìthy emotional cut-off, detriangulating

Leslie from the parental and farnily confl ict.

2, To chal lenge the famììy script Leslie carried as someone with

mood swì ngs.

3. To ìegitimize feeling expression for Leslie and to coach her to

identify and express her feel ings in a heaìthy manner.

4. To support and validate Leslie to enable her to strengthen her

personal boundaries, accept new definitions of herself, and

accept responsibì lity for her own thoughts, feelings, and

beh av i or.

In coniunction with Mr. MacDonald it was decided to see Leslie

individual1y at the outset, reinforcing the l imited ìndependence which

she demonstrated. If strategicaììy workìng with her individually was

not effective, famiìy sessions would be ìnitìated.
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Interventions

Much of the first session was spent joining with Lesìie, gathering

'information and validating Leslie's feelings of hurt. Leslie went

through an outpouring of emotion, partìcuìarly about her feelings of

beìng uncared for in her manriage and famiìy of orìgin. Having

val idated her feeììngs, the therapist normalized her feeìing expressions

'in the session as natural for someone who felt so unloved'

The therapìst claìmed some confusion regarding her mood sl'r'ings,

whether they were in fact mood swìngs or expressions of anger and

feeling uncared for. Leslie was gìven the assignnlent to track her nlood

swings with greater detaiI in the next v/eek. She was to take note of

the triggers to thenì, with reference to when they occurred, with whom'

about what, and any other such detaìls. She was also requested to think

about past patterns of her mood swings, to get a better picture of what

they were about, A contract was made to work with Leslie on the mood

swì ngs for five sessions.

The foììowing week Leslie stated that she could not find any

pattern to the rnood swings as assìgned in session one. The therapist

tracked Leslie regarding the patterns whìch might have been occurring in

her marriage and family of origìn. It gradual ly emerged that Leslie

would beconle angry about something, get depressed and mad, and after a

period of time where the anger churned inside her, would be triggered

off by some I ittle incident. Lesìie would then nìake peace by

disqualifying herself and whatever issues she had raised.

Leslie then discussed a recent exampìe of how she had blown up at

Peter. The therapist hìghìighted how th'i s was about something she had

'legitimatety been angry about, not a mood swìng. Lesl ie was begìnning
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to accept the reframing of her rnood swings as being ìegìtimate

expressions of anger, but usual1y expressed after a long period of

d.iscomfort,longaftertheinit.ialsourceofherangerwasabSent.The

right to confront others wìth her anger was then discussed, ìaying the

groundwork for more appropriately timed assertive behavior'

Leslie.sdisjointedaffectwasa-ìsoconfrontedbythetherapist'

hìgh.lìghtinghowsheattemptedtominimizeconf].ictexpressionsby

nervous ìaughter and becomìng overly taìkative' It was reinforced that

if she were more focussed on her feeling state and did not try to avoid

her feelings, that she would find it easier to assert herself in

legitimate ways, and people would take her ntore seriously'

The frame was suggested that Leslie could onìy get herself to

confront strong people, currently her mother and her boyfriend' Leslie

wastothinkaboutwhoshecouldconfrontandwhoshecou]dn'tinorder

to get a clearer picture of what was happening tnansactionally'

InsessionthreeLeslìestatedthattheframefromtheprevious

session did not seem to fit, that it was only strong people she could

confront. upon further probing Lesììe suggested that it was sensitive

peopleshehaddìfficultyconfront.ing'Les]ied.iscussedherfearof

hurt.ing others w.ith her anger, say.ing ,intractable things. The therap.ist

engaged in reframing Leslìe's anger and what it meant to peopìe when she

became angry, This was done as a way of challenging her fusion of

emotion and ìntellect, differentìatin9 between her thoughts, feeìings'

and behavior, and those of others as well '

Thetherapistdìstìnguìshedbetweenexpress.ingangerandasserting

herself about specific behaviors people were doìng whìch bothered her'

Shehadequatedangerwithcharacters]andertothatpoint.inherlìfe'
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pnesumably due to her vleak personal boundaries. The ìmpl ications of

this were explored in terms of her socìal functioning, boyfriend, and

fanily of or^i gi n.

It was of note that Leslie was very quick to pick up on the

concepts of differentiation. At this point in therapy she was also much

more attuned to her own feelings. As well, her behavioral presentation

was much more congruent with her affect than ìt vlas prevìously.

Leslie was given the assignment to identify her anger when she felt

it, and to confront specìfìc behaviors that others were engaging in

which bothered her. She was coached on how to be precise about the

behavior she was confronting and to preface ìt with the feelìng it

caused in her, This was assigned to further promote differentiation and

strengthen her personal boundaries. Owing to the level of involvement

she maintained with her famiìy and boyffliend at the time, ìt was

anticipated that the assignment would involve these systems' The task

was left open-ended in terms of content, in order to effect the changes

'in current situatìons nather than historical issues.

Lesìie presented in a very calm and confident way in session four.

In the course of the week she had confronted her sìster about some

issues which were happiìy resolved. As well, she had engaged in a

dìscussion with her mother regarding some of the parental dynamics

around her mood swings as a child, Leslie was sorting out a lot of

family scripting on her own, and was no longer taìking about anger in

terms of mood swi ngs.

Much of the session revolved around famiìy themes of Leslie's

triangulation and famììy anxiety about differences. Leslie had felt

very good about the adult conversation she had with rnother, and was
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contemplating doing the same with father the next week,

No specific assignment was given in light of the steps Leslie was

taking on her own. The themes of dìfferentiation, behavioraì

specificity in confrontìng, and not letting anger building up to the

point of blowing up were reinforced.

Leslie cancel led her finaì appointment. She stated that she did

not feel the need for further therapy at that time.

Evaluation and Case Concl usi ons

A target complaint rating scale was used as a pre-post measure of

the success of therapy. Leslie reported that her "mood swings" had gone

fronr a ratìng of 4 (very serious) to a I (not very serious). Feeling

e¡notionally out of control went fron 3 (fairly senious) to a I (not very

serious), Feeling insecure about boyfriend dropped from a 3 (fairly

serious) rating to lå (between somewhat senious and not very serious)'

Leslìe's rating concurred with therapist observations. Lesl ie in

fact no longer saw her nrood swÍngs as mood swj ngs at all, but rather as

expressions of pent-up frustratìon. In terms of feel ing out of control

and insecure with her boyfriend, Leslie had become so unsure of her own

feelings ovJing to faniily scrìpts and labels that it is the writer's

hypothesis that they wene ìargely a by-product of not trusting her own

feelings. She was stì11 experiencìng some insecurity about her status

wìth Peter, but it appeared to be greatly dimìnished'

Session obset"vatìons suggested that Leslie was acting ìn a much

calmer and confident manne|in the course of therapy, in sharp contrast

to her emotionally labile manner at the outset. Her affect was more

congruent, less distracting, and nervous' 0verall, her presentation in
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the sessì ons changed dramaticaìly.

In the writer's view, the most sìgnificant intervention in bringing

about the changes which occurred involved challengìng the labels and

scnipts which Leslie held about herself and her emotional expressions.

Once she accepted those redefinitions and saw her outbursts as

legitimate outpouring of pent-up frustration she began to trust her

feelings, assert herself, and change her undi fferenti ated perceptions,

The changes which Leslie made in terms of her family appeared to take a

quantum leap ìn terms of a healthy emotional cut-off. Her perceptions

of famìly of origìn influences were much more in focus. In many ways,

'it felt to the writer that the whole process unravel ìed by itself once

the injtial reframing was done regardìng the mood swing script she

c arri ed.
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COI,IPARISON OF EVALUATION INSTRUMENTS

The fol ìowing discussion examines the respective strengths and

weaknesses of the fami ìy evaluation ìnstruments utiIized in this

practicum, FACES II and FAM lII. The discussion opens with an

examination of some practìcal issues, fol lowed by discussion of the

instruments in terms of diagnostic and evaluative use.

The FACES Ii Scale is a relatìvely short instrument consisting of

60 items in total when perceived and ideal ratings are made. The FAM

III Scale contains fifty ite¡ns on the general scale and forty-two items

on the self-rating scale, Also, the dyadic scale requires the

completion of forty-two additional items for each family member. For a

famììy of three, ìf all the scales were filled out this would require

filling out a total of one hundred and seventy-six itelns. However, the

potential practical constraints of length can be dealt with by

differential ly adrnìnistering only one of the levels of the scale at the

begìnning of therapy, Depending on what is deemed important, the famiìy

would only need to complete one of either the general , dyadic' or

self-rating scale. Aside from requesting dyadic pairs for a large

famì ly, the tv,,o scales ane fairly comparable in ìength when FAM III is

admini stered in this way.

It has been suggested ìn previous practicum reports (Shar Reid

ì985, Mar'lene Rechart, 
.l985) that completion of the scales at the

therapy site immediately preceding the initial interview can be a

frustrating experience for parents who have to attend to restless

children while the scales are being compìeted, resultìng in less than

ideal conditions to begin the interview. if the initial interview is a

lengthy one in addition to that, it is conceivabìe that the emotional
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drain experienced by the famìly by the end of the first contact may set

a negative tone for the therapy process'

If the therapist's level of discornfort is high regardìng the

administration to the scale or with conducting famiìy interviews, the

net effect may be doubìy disruptive to properly joining with the family

and making full use of the interview to set the tone for therapy' lt

can also signal to the family that scales are disruptive and unrelated

to therapy.

In ììght of the above considerations, pre-therapy scale

administratìon in family therapy may be sontewhat more difficult than in

other modalities. Several alternatives which have been adopted may be

used to mìnìmize these difficulties' Pre-mail ing questìonaires is one

such alternative, The accuracy of reporting may be somewhat affected by

pre-maìling, including famìly anxiety about therapy and failure to

understand the ìnstructions. Assìgning the compìetion of the scale as a

take-home task is another optìon. Compliance wìth completing the scales

may be compronised though, as is the case with pre-mailing. Finally'

the therapìst may have the famììy complete the forms after the

intervjew, once the therapist has ioined with the famì ly. This not only

has the advantage of al1owìng the therapist to observe the family and

determine which scales might be the most informative, but also would be

expected to have the greatest compìiance.

l,lhile the practice of famìly therapy has been popularized by a

number of chari smatic and skillful advocates, it is this writer's

contention that if ìt is to maintain its acceptance as an effective

therapeutic modality, hard evidence of its effectiveness by grass roots

practitioners is required. Process measures such as FACES II and FAM III
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can quantify the effectiveness of family intervention which this writer

suggests is doubly irnportant in the case of systems therapìes, as the

flexibility in method and attention to process whìch contrìbutes to

their effectiveness also ¡nakes them ambìguous to interpret for the

sce pt i c.

Turn'ing to the scaìes themseìves, the writer found both to have

their merìts. The wniter preferred the FAM III Scale primariìy for its

flexibility and capacity to map the various currents of family process.

This is descrìbed in greater detaiI following the discussion of FACES

Ii.
The FACES II Scale provìdes a simpìe, short format for reducing the

complex interaction of a fami ìy into a ntanageable form. The dimensions

of cohesion and adaptabil ity are usefuì dìmensions clinìcaìly, and

sampìe from a number of content areas whìch from the standpoìnt of face

val'idity appear useful. The writer found the cohesion dimension in

particular a useful anchor, as cl inical descriptions of this seemingly

simple concept may easiìy be buried by compìex system interactions r..lhìch

mask its true levels, The B farnìly provides a good exalnple of a

mother-daughter relationship whose in-session behavior had the

appearance of ennteshment while theìr extra-session behavior suggested

d i seng agement .

Another feature of the FACES II scale which this writer found

useful was the use of perceìved and ideal functionìng. First' it serves

to qualìfy what are essentiaìly subiective responses' assistìng the

therapists ìnterpretatìon of perceived scores when there are

dìscrepancies between famìly members. As well, ìt may be useful in

ìdent.ifying unreal istic expectations which sonle family members may hold.
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Finaily, relating to both of the above, the use of perceived scores may

be of use in identifying polarization in the family in the strategìc

sense. That is, for exampie, if distance is an issue' extreme scores 0n

the ideal ratings should alert the therapist to the potential that

fami ly members wiìI perceive relationship cohesion in s'ignificantly

distorted ways.

0n the negative side, the FACES II Scale measures family

functioning as a total system, obscuri ng the anaìysis for differentiated

functioning at the various subsystems in the family and their

interrelationships within the larger system. As ìl lustrated by the B

family, marital functioning was not discernable fronr sibling

interaction, nor the individuals involved. The famiìy may function in a

disengaged manner but enmeshment tnay exist between specifìc pairs, which

the scale does not identify' Aìso, FACES II provides only two maior

dimensions which are somewhat nebu'lous, as opposed to FAM III's seven

fami ìy factors and two response bias scales.

The FAM IiI Scale does allow for subsystem anaìysìs and

identifìcation of dyadic dìfferences wìthin the famìly context. As

il lustrated by the short comìngs of FACES II in the B family' dyadìc

information is important to gather when subsystem boundaries are a

target, as well as subsystem interaction. Manital conflicts may be

readily identified, as well as coal it'ions and triangulation. l,lhereas

famììy functioning may be characterized as disengaged for example, as

with the B family, coalitions or triangulation may be identified by way

of the dyadìc component of the scale'

Another feature of the FAM iII Scale whìch gained this writerrs

apprecìatìon was its abìlity to identify problems at boundary
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'interfaces, recognìzìng that the whole is greater than the sum of ìts

pants. As illustrated in the case of the A family , while communication

was not in the extreme probìem range for Mrs' A when considering eìther

her fiance or son individuaììy, as a famiìy the difficulties were much

greater, By measuring famiìy interaction and referencìng it to dyadic

interaction, problems at the boundary interface are readì ly apparent.

The Self-Rating Scale provides another means by which different

fami ly nrembers ratings can be cro s s-referenced ' It provides a

subjective self-perception apart fron the other me¡nbers ratings.

Discrepancies aìert the therapist to âreas of potentiaì resistance and

which are incongruent with the rest of the famiìy's perceptions.

The differentiation into subscales is anothen useful facet of the

FAM III Scale. Deficits ìn functioning may be identified and isolated

as specific targets for therapeutic ìntervention' At the sanle time the

inforrnation may be condensed into a simpìe overall rating for the sake

of cl arity.

Fìnally, the social desirabi lity and defensiveness subscales

provide a valuable check against misrepresentation on the test. t',lhile

the example provìded by the son in the A famiìy was evident enough to be

detected, there may be ìnstances where distortìons in reporting may

misdirect the therapìst into unwarranted conclusìons without checks of

any type. As well, research efforts need concrete ìndices such as those

provided by these subscales to sinrplìfy the criteria for data exclusion.
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CHAPTER V REFLECTIONS ON THE PRACTICUI'I EXPERIENCE
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Having concluded the discussion of theory and practice, the writer

novl turns to a personal reflection of the practicurn experìence. Before

discussing the particulars however, I feel the most fitting comment at

this poìnt would be to emphasize n¡y heartfeìt sentiment regarding the

value of the practicum in developing my famììy therapy skil1s. I wouìd

like to make note of my good fortune in carrying out this work in the

manner it lvas done, and with professìonals with the kìnd of expertise

that I was able to work with.

Whiìe many of the systentìc t'¡ritings talk about live supervision, ìt
seems that there are fewer therapeutic settings which are committed to

working this way than those who do famìly therapy. This beìng the case'

i found the cornmittment of the Portage Mental Health unit to "doing

family therapy the way it is supposed to be done" a very unique and veny

pos i ti ve experì ence.

l^lhile the use of supervìsion may greatly enhance the power to

create change in fanììies, I belìeve jt does a number of other important

things as well. It is one thing to make the shift from linear to

systemìc thinkìng, it is another to put it into practice. I bel ieve

there are a number of practitioners who are aware of and see systemic

influences, but have difficulty putting it into practice. Having the

opportunity to observe other practitioners doing it and being supervised

by them can be of as much importance in terms of confidence as it is in

terms of clinical skills. To anyone sincene in their wish to do famììy

therapy, I could strongly recommend at some point in their practice to

"do it the way it is supposed to be done".

Given the nuances and complexity of famiìy process and

intervention, I found the use of live supervision invaluable in terrns of
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ny own learning. The fact that I had the opportunity to work with

practitioners as experienced and varied as they were made it doubìy

i nval uabl e.

As a student, this could have been a very threatening experìence.

Learnìng complex nrethods ìn compìex situations with seasoned fami ly

therapists either watching or consuìting has the potential to raise a

lot of anxiety, Without confusing ac k nowl edgement s with a statement of

ny experience, I take n1y hat off to all those who I worked with on the

practicum, for their skills in guiding nry deveìopment in a helpful and

natural way.

I believe that among other things, the chance to participate behind

the "one-way mirror" was one of the things which heìped to alìeviate

some of the anxiety. Seeing experienced family therapists at tìnes

struggìing with a "difficult" family made it a ìittle easien to struggle

myseìf. Observìng how to "climb out" of some of those struggìes also

nade it a little easier to "cl imb out" myself.

The chance to partìcipate in a Miìan styìed team was an opportunity

to observe not oniy the process of therapy, but the process of

supervi si on as we l I . The wrì ter had the opportuni ty to parti ci pate th i s

way in cases which were beìng seen by Mr. MacDonald and Mr. Dunfield,

which eased hìs own anxiety about the process substantìaì ly. Somehow

reading about condensed versions of classic cases deaìt with by the

"Masters of family therapy" seems a iittle less ìntimidatìng when one

has a chance to see what happens in between the "magic moments'r of

therapy.

An area which seldom receives mention is the process and skills

involved ìn working in a l ive supervision format, As stated ear'l ier,
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shifting from systemic thinkìng to systemic intervention requires the

development of confìdence to do so, in addition to the clinical skills.

If one way to assist therapists to becoming more confident and

successful in ,,trying on" systemic intervention is the use supervision'

thebarrìersofanxietytovrorkingw.ithsupervis.ionalsoneedtobe

addressed.

Most therapists are accustomed to doing therapy on their ov'n'

behindc]oseddoors.Addìnganothertherapisttothesituationmeans

adding another therapeutic dynamic, that between the therapist and

supervisor. I was fortunate enough to learn to deal with this by

observation and osmosis. For many therapists I'm sure it is not that

easy, with the net effect of settìng back the process of supervision'

and perhaps, giving up on a method of therapy which can be as powerful

as it can be confusing' Unless one is anchored, it can be very

confusi ng i ndeed '

Mr. MacDonald set out a rule at the outset of the practicum: "The

supervìsorsupposesandthetherapìStdìsposes,'.Translated,thismeant

that the therapist in the room with the fanrìly ultimately decides upon

direction'Thìsmaybeasimp'lerule,butan.importantone.Thewrìter

also noted how this ruìe worked best when preparation and general

directionwereworkedoutpriortosess.ions,toavo.idmid-sessìon

stumbì ì ng blocks and anxiety.

Much of this discussion has focussed on the Iive supervision

componentofthepracticum.Th.isisnottominjmizewhatlfeltin

terms of developìng ny skìlìs ìn famiìy therapy or systemic therapy in

general. I feel that rny learning was substantial ' What seemed most

significant to me in respect to the learning process of doing systemic
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therapy however, was the mannelin which the practicum was carried out'

Havìng the opportunity to observe firsthand the tl"iumphs and failures of

a team with a combined experìence of fifty years or more, working as a

team, seemed to me to accelerate my learning tremendously' As well' I

think.itgavemesome,'guideposts..onwhichtojudgewhatlamdoingin

therapy,toknowwhenmyanxìetywithafamiìyìsr.ightfu]lytel'lingme

to try something more, and when it is necessary to accept that change

does not alwaYs come easiìY.

Inconclusìon,itismybeliefthatanytherapistendeavouringto

practice systenlic therapies shouìd, at sometìme in their work' use the

format of this practicum. As a setting to learn in, I couldn't thìnk of

one I would recommend more highlY.
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APPENDIX 1

TARGET COI'fPLAINTS

Please rate the amounL of difficulty you experÍence uith these problems
currently,

Not Very Serious Sonìenlìa t Serious Fairly Serious Very Serious Overwhelming
12345

Ra tíng

Probl-en I:

Problen 2:

Problen 3:

Problem 4:

Problem 5:

Additional Co¡noents:
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